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Abstract
From a planar algebra, we give a functorial construction to produce numerous
associated C∗-algebras. Our main construction is a Hilbert C∗-bimodule with a canon-
ical real subspace which produces Pimsner-Toeplitz, Cuntz-Pimsner, and generalized
free semicircular C∗-algebras. By compressing this system, we obtain various canonical
C∗-algebras, including Doplicher-Roberts algebras, Guionnet-Jones-Shlyakhtenko alge-
bras, universal (Toeplitz-)Cuntz-Krieger algebras, and the newly introduced free graph
algebras. This is the first article in a series studying canonical C∗-algebras associated
to a planar algebra.
1 Introduction
Since Jones’ landmark article [Jon83], the modern theory of subfactors has developed deep
connections to numerous branches of mathematics, including, but not limited to, repre-
sentation theory, category theory, knot theory, topological quantum field theory, statistical
mechanics, conformal field theory, and free probability. The purpose of this series of articles
is to develop connections to C∗-algebras with a view toward connections to non-commutative
geometry.
A II1-subfactor N ⊂M has finite index if NM is a finitely generated projective N -module.
In this case, the index [M : N ] is the trace of the corresponding idempotent in K0(N)
+.
Jones remarkably proved that the index has discrete and continuous ranges
[M : N ] ∈ {4 cos2(pi/n)∣∣n = 3, 4, 5, . . .} ∪ [4,∞],
and he constructed an example with each admissible index [Jon83].
Decomposing the alternating tensor powers of NL
2(M)M and ML
2(M)N into irreducible
bimodules yields a unitary 2-category called the standard invariant, generalizing the repre-
sentation categories of quantum groups. The objects are N and M , the 1-morphisms are
bimodules generated by NL
2(M)M and its dual ML
2(M)N , and the 2-morphisms are bimod-
ule maps. The principal graphs are the induction/restriction multi-graphs corresponding to
tensoring with NL
2(M)M and ML
2(M)N .
The standard invariant has been axiomatized in three similar ways, each emphasizing
slightly different structure: Ocneanu’s paragroups [Ocn88, EK98], Popa’s λ-lattices [Pop95],
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and Jones’ planar algebras [Jon99]. In [Pop93, Pop95, Pop02], Popa starts with a λ-lattice
A•,• = (Ai,j) and constructs a II1-subfactor whose standard invariant is A•,•. If the standard
invariant has finite depth, or more generally, is strongly amenable, the resulting subfactor
is hyperfinite. Hence we have a Tannaka-Krein like duality between hyperfinite (strongly)
amenable subfactors and (strongly) amenable standard invariants. For finite depth subfac-
tors, Popa’s canonical commuting squares [Pop90] are roughly equivalent to Ocneanu’s flat
connections and string algebras [Ocn88].
The techniques used for the above duality, particularly Ocneanu’s string algebras in finite
depth, are highly similar to those used by Doplicher-Roberts [DR89] in their duality for
subgroups of compact groups independent of the classical Tannaka-Krein theory [JS91].
Given a closed subgroup G ⊂ SU(n), the representation category Rep(G) forms a symmetric
rigid C∗-tensor category. Conversely, given a suitably nice object ρ in a symmetric rigid C∗-
tensor category C, they construct a C∗-algebra Oρ together with a canonical endomorphism
ρ̂ which produces a closed subgroup G ⊂ SU(n) that encodes the category C.
The algebra Oρ is a compression of the Cuntz-Krieger graph algebra O~Γρ of (a directed
version of) the fusion graph Γρ with respect to ρ [MRS92] (see Remark 2.22). In fact, Izumi
used a slight variation of the Doplicher-Roberts algebras to find a link with subfactor theory
in [Izu98], where he obtained inclusions of (compressions of) Cuntz-Krieger algebras with
finite Watatani indices (see Remark 2.23).
In [GJS10, GJS11], starting with a subfactor planar algebra P•, Guionnet, Jones, and
Shlyakhtenko (GJS) gave a diagrammatic proof of Popa’s celebrated reconstruction theorem,
developing connections to free probability and random matrices. They showed that the
resulting factors are interpolated free group factors when P• is finite depth. When P• is
infinite depth, Hartglass showed the factors are L(F∞) [Har13].
In this article, we provide a framework to fit the above constructions together. Our
construction is motivated by the work of Voiculescu and Pimsner and ideas of Jones [Jon].
First, in [Voi85], Voiculescu produced his free Gaussian functor. Starting with an n-
dimensional real Hilbert space HR, and real vectors ξ ∈ HR, Voiculescu forms creation and
annihilation operators L(ξ), L(ξ)∗ acting on the full Fock space F(HC) of the complexified
Hilbert space. The L(ξ), L(ξ)∗ generate the Toeplitz algebra Tn which contains the compacts
K, and Tn/K is isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra On [Cun77]. The sums L(ξ)+L(ξ)∗ generate
Voiculescu’s free semicircular algebra Sn.
Starting with a C∗-algebra A and a Hilbert A− A bimodule Y , one can mimic the same
construction, as in work of Pimsner [Pim97]. We get the Pimsner-Toeplitz algebra T (Y)
of creation and annihilaiton operators on the Pimsner-Fock space F(Y), which contains the
compacts K(F(Y)). If A acts on Y by compact operators, the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra is
the quotient C∗-algebra O(Y) = T (Y)/K(F(Y)). If we have a distinguished real subspace
YR ⊂ Y such that YR · A = Y , we also get a free semicircular algebra S(YR) and KK-
equivalences A ↪→ S(YR) ↪→ T (Y) [Ger].
Starting with a (sub)factor planar algebra P• (see Subsection 2.4), we define a ground
C∗-algebra B = B(P•) and a B − B Hilbert bimodule X = X (P•) with a distinguished real
subspace XR ⊂ X satisfying XR · B = X . From our bimodule, we obtain the Pimsner-Fock
space F(P•), a Pimsner-Toeplitz algebra T(P•) of creation and annihilation operators, a
Cuntz-Pimsner quotient O(P•), and a free semicircular algebra S(P•), which is isomorphic
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to the C∗-analog of the semifinite GJS von Neumann algebra [GJS11]. Moreover, we have
the following.
Theorem A. The assignment P• to X (P•), F(P•), T(P•), O(P•), and S(P•) is functorial.
Compressions of X (P•) yield other canonical Hilbert bimodules associated to P• and
its principal graph Γ. First, we recover the Cuntz-Krieger bimodule of [Pim97, FR99].
The corresponding compressions of the Cuntz-Pimsner and Pimsner-Toeplitz algebras are
exactly the Cuntz-Kriger algebra [CK80] of ~Γ, a certain directed graph associated to Γ, and
its universal Toeplitz extension [FR99].
We define a new canonical C∗-algebra associated to a undirected graph, which is the
C∗-analog of the free graph von Neumann algebras appearing in [GJS11, BKS12, Har13].
Theorem B. Given an arbitrary undirected graph Λ and a (non-degenerate) weighting µ on
its vertices, we define the free graph algebra S(Λ, µ) as a canonical subalgebra of the Toeplitz-
Cuntz-Krieger algebra T~Λ, provided we remember the edge generators S of T~Λ. The inclusion
C0(V (Γ)) ↪→ S(Λ, µ) is a K-equivalence. In certain situations, S(Λ, µ) passes injectively to
the quotient Cuntz-Krieger algebra O~Λ. (See Subsection 5.3 for more details.)
When Λ = Γ, we let µ be the quantum dimension weighting induced from the trace on P•,
which satisfies the Frobenius-Perron condition for the modulus δ. In this case, S(Γ) = S(Γ, µ)
arises as the compression of the semifinite GJS C∗-algebra corresponding to the compression
of X (P•) realizing the Cuntz-Krieger bimodule. Moreover, S(Γ) always passes injectively to
the quotient Cuntz-Krieger algebra O~Γ.
A further compression yields an honest Hilbert space F0(P•) associated to a planar algebra
originally due to Jones-Shlyakhtenko-Walker [JSW10]. The corresponding compression of
O(P•) is the Doplicher-Roberts algebra Oρ, where ρ corresponds the strand in Pro(P•), the
rigid C∗-tensor category of projections of P• [MPS10, Yam12, BHP12]. Hence we recover
the main result of [MRS92] on compressing O~Γρ to obtain Oρ. The compression of T(P•) is
a Toeplitz extension of Oρ by the compacts K on F0(P•).
In this case, the compression of the semifinite GJS C∗-algebra (and also the free graph
algebra S(Γ)) is the zeroth GJS C∗-algebra [GJS10, JSW10, HP14]. When P• = NC•, the
planar algebra of non-commuting polynomials in n self-adjoint variables (see Definition 3.17),
this second compression exactly recovers Voiculescu’s free Gaussian functor.
A = O A = T A = S
A(P•) Cuntz-Pimsner Pimsner-Toeplitz semifinite GJS algebra
A(Γ) Cuntz-Krieger O~Γ Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger T~Γ free graph algebra S(Γ)
A0(P•) Doplicher-Roberts Oρ Toeplitz extension by K GJS algebra
A0(NC•) Cuntz On Toeplitz Tn Free semicircular system
Figure 1: C∗-algebras arising from our C∗-Hilbert bimodule X (P•).
We immediately see some basic properties of the above algebras. First, for A ∈ {O, T ,S},
we have A(P•) ∼= A(Γ) ⊗ K, where K is the compact operators on a separable, infinite
dimensional Hilbert space. This fact, together with Theorem B above, yields the following
corollary.
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Corollary. The semifinite GJS algebra S(P•) and the free graph algebra S(Γ) are subnuclear,
and thus exact.
In Part II of this series [HP14], we use our functorial construction to analyze the structure
of the GJS C∗-algebra S0(P•). In particular, we show it is simple, has unique tracial state,
has stable rank 1, and has weakly unperforated K0-group. We will also show that S0(P•) is
strongly Morita equivalent to S(Γ) and to S(P•), and thus we determine its K-theory from
Theorem B.
1.1 Outline
In Section 2, we give the background for our construction, including material on C∗-Hilbert
bimodules, Cuntz-Krieger graph algebras, Doplicher-Roberts algebras, and planar algebras.
In Section 3, we give the first construction: the GJSW-Doplicher-Roberts system based on
work of Jones [Jon]. There are slight problems with functoriality of this construction, and
it does not allow for the efficient computation of K∗(S0(P•)).
Our operator-valued system in Section 4 alleviates these concerns, and we compress it
in Section 5 to obtain numerous canonical C∗-algebras, including (Toeplitz-)Cuntz-Krieger
algebras, as well as the GJSW-Doplicher-Roberts system of Section 3. Of particular impor-
tance is Subsection 5.3 where we introduce the free graph algebra S(Λ, µ).
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2 Background
In this section, we begin by studying canonical C∗-algebras associated to a Hilbert bimodule
Y . We follow [Pim97], defining the Pimsner-Toeplitz and Cuntz-Pimsner algebras. If we
have a real subspace YR ⊂ Y , we also get a free semicircular algebra as in [Ger]. This
construction allows for the computation of K-theory via [Ger].
We then define the Cuntz-Krieger algebras [CK80] via the Cuntz-Krieger bimodule [FR99].
Next, we look at the Doplicher-Roberts algebras Oρ associated to an object ρ in a rigid C∗-
tensor category C [DR89].
Finally, we discuss planar algebras as the rest of this article will connect the above ideas
to shaded and unshaded planar algebras.
2.1 C∗-algebras associated to a Hilbert bimodule
We now recall the construction of the Pimsner-Toeplitz and Cuntz-Pimsner algebras of a
Hilbert A − A bimodule Y from [Pim97]. We will assume A acts by compact operators
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to simplify the definitions. First, we recall the notion of an A − B Hilbert-bimodule for
C∗-algebras A and B.
Definition 2.1. An A − B Hilbert bimodule Y is a Banach space with an isometric left
action of A and a right action of B, together with a B-valued sesquilinear form 〈·|·〉B on Y
which is conjugate linear in the first variable. It satisfies
(1) ‖ξ‖Y = ‖〈ξ|ξ〉B‖1/2B for all ξ ∈ Y . In particular, 〈·|·〉B is positive definite.
(2) 〈ξ|η〉B = 〈η|ξ〉∗B for all ξ, η ∈ Y
(3) 〈xξ|η〉B = 〈ξ|x∗η〉 for all ξ, η ∈ Y and x ∈ A
(4) 〈ξ|η〉B · y = 〈ξ|ηy〉B for all ξ, η ∈ Y and y ∈ B
We denote by L(Y) the operators T on Y which are bounded and adjointable, i.e., there
exists T ∗ such that 〈Tξ|η〉B = 〈ξ|T ∗η〉B for all ξ, η ∈ Y .
For η, ξ ∈ Y , we define the rank one operator |η〉〈ξ| by |η〉〈ξ|ζ = η〈ξ|ζ〉B. Note that each
rank one operator is adjointable, and |η〉〈ξ|∗ = |ξ〉〈η|. The Y-compact operators, denoted
K(Y), is the C∗-algebra generated by the rank one operators. Note that K(Y) is an ideal of
L(Y).
We say A acts by compact operators on Y if the left action of A on Y is by operators in
K(Y).
Definition 2.2. Let A,B,C be C∗-algebras, with Y an A − B Hilbert bimodule and Z
a B − C Hilbert bimodule. Let Y  Z be the algebraic tensor product over C. Define a
C-valued inner product on Y  Z by
〈η1  η2|ξ1  ξ2〉C = 〈η2|〈η1|ξ1〉Bξ2〉C ,
and define N = {ξ ∈ Y  Z|〈ξ|ξ〉C = 0}. Then Y ⊗B Z is defined to be the completion of
(Y  Z)/N with respect to the above C-valued inner product.
Definition 2.3. Let Y be a Hilbert A − A bimodule, where A acts by compact operators
on Y . The Pimsner-Fock space of Y is given by
F(Y) =
∞⊕
n=0
n⊗
A
Y ,
where
⊗0
A Y = A and the completion of the direct sum is with respect to the A-valued inner
product which is the A-linear extension of
〈η1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ηm|ξ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ξn〉A = δm,n〈ηn|〈ηn−1| · · · 〈η2|〈η1|ξ1〉Aξ2〉A · · · ξn−1〉Aξn〉A.
The Pimsner-Toeplitz algebra T (Y) is the C∗-subalgebra of L(F(Y)) generated by A and
creation operators L+(x) for x ∈ Y . The action of the creation operators is given by:
L+(x)(y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn) = x⊗ y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn.
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The operators L+(x) are bounded and adjointable with adjoint
(L+(x))
∗(y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn) = 〈x|y1〉A · y2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn.
Notice that L+(y)
∗L+(x) = 〈y|x〉A so that ‖L+(x)‖L(F(Y)) = ‖x‖A.
The Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(Y) is given by T (Y)/K(F(Y)). (Clearly K(F(Y)) ⊂
T (Y)).
Definition 2.4. The algebra T (Y) has a canonical C∗-dynamical system. There is a gauge
action γ : T → Aut(T (Y)) satisfying γz(L+(ξ)) = zL+(ξ) for all ξ ∈ Y , and there is a
dynamics σ : R→ Aut(T (Y)) which is lifted from γ via the map t 7→ eit.
Note that we have the (unbounded) number operator given by Nξ = nξ for ξ ∈ ⊗nAY .
Hence the map exp(itN) given by ξ 7→ eitnξ extends uniquely to a unitary on F(Y). For
x ∈ T (Y), we have σt(x) = exp(itN)x exp(−itN) for t ∈ R.
Recall that a state ϕ is a KMSβ state for (T (Y), σ) for β > 0 if for all x, y ∈ T (Y) with
y entire we have ϕ(xσiβ(y)) = ϕ(yx) [Ped79, BEK86]. The element y ∈ T (Y) is entire if
t 7→ σt(y) extends to an entire function.
Definition 2.5. Define the conditional expectation E : T (Y)→ T (Y)T by
E(x) =
∫
T
γz(x) dz
where we use the normalized Lebesgue measure on T. The image ofE is called the core of T (Y).
Since every A−A bilinear isomorphism of Y induces an automorphism of O(Y), we get a
gauge action on O(Y) as well. Again, we have a conditional expectation E : O(Y)→ O(Y)T,
and the image is called the core of O(Y).
Remark 2.6. It is of great interest to study KMS states on the Pimsner-Toeplitz and
Cuntz-Pimsner algebras (e.g., see [LN04]). Recall that if ϕ is a KMS state on A, then
Nϕ = {x ∈ A|ϕ(x∗x) = 0} is a closed 2-sided ideal in A. Since ϕ is a state, Nϕ is a closed
left ideal, as ϕ(x∗x) = 0 implies ϕ(xy∗yx) ≤ ‖y∗y‖ϕ(x∗x) = 0. Using the KMS-condition
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for y∗ entire in T (Y),
ϕ(y∗x∗xy) = ϕ(x∗xyσiβ(y∗)) ≤ ‖x∗x‖2‖‖yσiβ(y∗)‖2 ≤ ‖x‖∞ϕ(x∗x)1/2‖yσiβ(y∗)‖2 = 0.
Hence by continuity, we see that Nϕ is a right ideal. In many cases, Nϕ = K(Y), and we
will see such examples in Subsections 3.3 and 4.3 (see also Subsection 3.2).
Definition 2.7. Let YR be a closed real subspace of Y such that YR · A = Y . The
semicircular algebra S(YR) of YR is the C∗-subalgebra of L(F(Y)) generated by A together
with the operators {L+(η) + L+(η)∗|η ∈ YR}.
We have the following theorem from [Ger].
Theorem 2.8. Suppose A is a unital C∗ algebra, and Y is an A−A Hilbert bimodule, with
inner product 〈·|·〉A. Let YR be a closed real subspace of Y such that YR · A = Y. The
canonical inclusions i : A→ S(YR) and j : S(YR)→ T (Y) are KK-equivalences.
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Remark 2.9. The proof that j ◦ i : A→ T (Y) is a KK-equivalence is originally in [Pim97].
Example 2.10 (Voiculescu’s free Gaussian functor [Voi85]). Let HR be a real Hilbert space,
and let H be its complexification. Consider H as a C− C Hilbert bimodule in the obvious
way. In this case, we get Voiculescu’s free Gaussian functor.
The full Fock space is
F(H) =
⊕
n≥0
H⊗n,
where H⊗0 denotes a one dimensional Hilbert space spanned by the vector Ω. The left
creation and annihilation operators L+(ξ), L+(ξ)
∗ for ξ ∈ H are the usual left creation and
annihilation operators on full Fock space.
We may also define right creation and annihilation operators, which commute with the
left creation and annihilation operators up to the compacts. For all η, ξ ∈ H, we have the
relations [L+(η), R+(ξ)] = 0 and [R+(η)
∗, L+(ξ)] = 〈ξ, η〉pΩ and their adjoints.
When dim(HR) = n < ∞, the Pimsner-Toeplitz and Cuntz-Pimsner algebras are the
Toeplitz algebra Tn and the Cuntz algebra On respectively. On the full Fock space F(H),
(1) L+(ξ)
∗L+(ξ) = ‖ξ‖2 for all ξ ∈ HR, and
(2) if {ξ1, . . . , ξn} is an orthonormal basis for HR, then
∑n
i=1 L+(ξi)L+(ξi)
∗ = 1− pΩ.
The representation of Tn on F(H) is irreducible, so Tn contains the compact operators K
on F(H). Moreover, Tn/K ∼= On. If we set Si = L+(ξi) for i = 1, . . . , n for an orthonormal
basis {ξ1, . . . , ξn} of HR, the Si’s satisfying the Cuntz algebra relations
n∑
i=1
SiS
∗
i = 1 = S
∗
jSj for all j = 1, . . . , n.
It is well known that On is simple and purely infinite, and K0(On) = Z/(n − 1)Z and
K1(On) = (0) [Cun81b].
The point of starting with a real Hilbert space is that we get Voiculescu’s free semicircular
C∗-algebra Sn as the C∗-algebra generated by the elements L+(ξ) +L+(ξ)∗ for ξ ∈ HR. The
von Neumann completion of Sn is isomorphic to L(Fn).
In this case, the R-action satisfies σt(Sj) = eitSj for all j = 1, . . . , n, and the core of
On is the AF algebra
⊗∞Mn(C), which has a unique tracial state. By [OP78], there is a
unique KMS state on On for 2 ≤ n < ∞, where the only admissible β-value is ln(n). The
KMSln(n)-state ϕ is given by
ϕ(Sik · · ·Si1S∗j1 · · ·S∗j`) = e− ln(n)kδk,`δi1,j1 · · · δik,jk .
As Nϕ must be an ideal of On, we must have Nϕ = (0), i.e., ϕ is faithful.
Moreover, there is a unique KMSln(n)-state on Tn which factors through ϕ, so taking the
GNS representation of Tn implements the canonical surjection Tn → On. (However, note
that for each β > ln(n), there is a KMSβ-state on Tn by [aHLRS13] which does not factor
through On.)
The K-theory of On was computed in [Cun81b], and the K-theory of Sn was computed
in [Voi93]. Note that by [Ger], we have KK-equivalences i : C→ Sn and j : Sn → Tn.
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2.2 Cuntz-Krieger graph algebras and Toeplitz extensions
We define the Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger and Cuntz-Krieger [CK80] algebras associated to a
directed graph Λ as the Pimsner-Toeplitz and Cuntz-Pimsner algebras associated to the
Cuntz-Krieger bimodule [FR99] respectively. This spatial approach is parallel to Voiculescu’s
free Gaussian functor [Voi85] and to our operator valued system in Section 4.
Notation 2.11. A directed graph Λ = (V (Λ), E(Λ), s, t) consists of a countable vertex set
V (Λ), a countable edge set E(Λ), and source and target maps s, t : E(Λ)→ V (Λ).
We use the characters Λ,Γ for graphs, and we will specify whether they are directed.
Usually the character E is used in the graph algebra literature, but we reserve the character
E for our conditional expectations.
Definition 2.12. Given a directed graph Λ = (V (Λ), E(Λ), s, t), let CΛ = C0(V (Λ)). We de-
fine the Cuntz-Krieger bimodule Y (Λ) (called X(Λ) in [FR99, Example 1.2], see also [Pim97,
p. 193]) as
Y (Λ) =
f : E(Λ)→ C
∣∣∣∣∣∣V (Λ) 3 α 7→
∑
t()=α
|f()|2 is in CΛ

together with the following CΛ − CΛ Hilbert bimodule structure.
For  ∈ E(Λ), let χ be the indicator function at  ∈ E(Λ), i.e., χ(′) = δ=′ . Then Y (Λ)
is the completion of the space of finitely supported functions on E(Λ) under the CΛ-valued
inner product
〈χ′ |χ〉CΛ = δ=′pt()
where pα is the indicator function at α ∈ V (Λ). Note Y (Λ) is naturally a CΛ − CΛ Hilbert
bimodule under the actions pαχ = δα=s()χ and χpα = δt()=αχ.
The Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger algebra TΛ is the Pimsner-Toeplitz algebra T (Y (Λ)). The
Cuntz-Krieger algebra OΛ is the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(Y (Λ)).
Remark 2.13. If Λ = (V (Λ), E(Λ), s, t) is a locally finite directed graph with no sinks, then
these algebras can also be defined as universal C∗-algebras via generators and relations as
follows.
(1) The Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger algebra TΛ is the universal C∗-algebra generated by partial
isometries S for  ∈ E(Λ) and projections pα for α ∈ V (Λ) satisfying the relations
S∗′S = δ,′pt() and
∑
s()=α
SS
∗
 ≤ pα.
(2) If we replace the ‘≤’ with ‘=’ in the second relation above, then this universal C∗-algebra
is the Cuntz-Krieger algebra OΛ.
Given a countable directed graph Λ, there are two matrices associated to it.
Definition 2.14. The edge matrix of Λ is the {0, 1}-matrix A indexed by the edges of Λ
such that A(, ′) = δt()=s(′).
The vertex matrix of Λ (also known as the adjacency matrix of Λ) is the Z≥0-matrix B
indexed by the vertices of Λ such that B(α, β) is the number of edges from α to β.
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Facts 2.15. Suppose Λ is locally finite, strongly connected, and the edge matrix is not a
permutation matrix.
(1) The K-theory of OΛ is given by K0(OΛ) = coker(1−AT ) ∼= coker(1−BT ) and K1(OΛ) =
ker(1 − AT ) ∼= ker(1 − BT ) where 1 − AT acts on ZE(Λ) and 1 − BT acts on ZV (Λ)
[Cun81a, PR96], [RS04, Theorem 3.2].
(2) OΛ is separable, nuclear, simple, purely infinite, [CK80, KPRR97, KPR98], and in the
bootstrap class [KP99, Proposition 2.6] (the crossed product OΛ oα T is AF), so it
satisfies the UCT [RS87]. Hence by [Phi00, KP00], the stable isomorphism class of OΛ
is determined by the K-theory of OΛ, and the isomorphism class is determined by the
K-theory and the class of the unit.
Remarks 2.16.
(1) The examples in this article are inspired by (sub)factor planar algebras P•. Hence each
directed graph ~Λ in this article is obtained from an undirected graph Λ by a simple
procedure (see Definition 2.20). In the (sub)factor planar algebra case, this undirected
graph is the principal graph Γ of P•.
When our directed graphs come from principal graphs, they are pointed (there is a base
vertex ?), locally finite, and strongly connected (any vertex may be reached from ? along
directed edges). Moreover, since we assume δ > 1, Γ is not the graph with one vertex
and one loop nor the Coxeter-Dynkin diagram A2, so the edge and vertex matrices will
always be irreducible and not permutation matrices. Hence we are in the fortunate
situation of Facts 2.15.
(2) The Cuntz-Krieger algebras can also be realized as a quotient of the Toepltiz extensions
acting on a Fock space of finite paths due to [EFW81, Eva82]. In general, this will not
yield the universal Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger algebra as the defect pΩ must always be the
same for each vertex, since their Fock space has only one vacuum vector Ω.
(3) It might be interesting to extend our results beyond the finite dimensional case (allowing
dim(Pn) =∞), where truly infinite matrices could appear. In particular, one might want
to work with a planar algebra for which P0 is some infinite dimensional commutative
C∗-algebra. The work of Exel-Laca [EL99] might be highly useful in this situation.
(4) Many authors have studied KMS states on Cuntz-Krieger algebras. If Λ is finite and the
edge matrix is irreducible, by [EFW84], OΛ has a unique KMS state, and the only admis-
sible β-value is ln(λ), where λ is the Frobenius-Perron eigenvalue of Λ. See [aHLRS13]
for the KMS states on TΛ in this case. For infinite locally finite graphs, see also [Tho13].
2.3 Doplicher-Roberts algebras
In [DR89], Doplicher-Roberts obtain a duality theory for compact subgroups G extending
the Tannaka-Krein theory [JS91]. In [DR89, Section 4], they associate a C∗-algebra Oρ to
an object ρ in a rigid C∗-tensor category C. The category may be recovered from the algebra
with some additional structure in special situations.
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These algebras are similar to the Cuntz-Krieger algebras and Ocneanu’s path/string al-
gebras [Ocn88]. Indeed, in [MRS92], it was shown that Oρ is a corner of the Cuntz-Krieger
algebra associated to an auxiliary bipartite graph associated to the fusion graph of ρ. One
can also view paths on this auxiliary bipartite graph as paths on a certain directed graph (see
Definition 2.20 below). Using the string algebra approach in [Izu98], Izumi found inclusions
of generalized Doplicher-Roberts algebras with finite Watatani indices.
Because we want undirected fusion graphs to define our free graph algebras in Subsec-
tion 5.3, we work with symmetrically self-dual objects. Note that although the C∗-algebra
construction of [DR89] does not require symmetrically self-dual objects, the main theorems
therein require ‘special objects’ in symmetric rigid C∗-tensor categories. Theorem 3.4 of
[DR89], which ensured the existence of enough ‘special objects’, constructed objects of the
form X ⊕X, which are always symmetrically self-dual.
Notation 2.17. Let C be a strict rigid C∗-tensor category, where we denote the objects of C
by ρ, σ, τ . We denote the tensor product of σ and τ by στ . We denote the finite dimensional
Hilbert space of maps from σ to τ by Hom(σ, τ).
Fix a simple symmetrically self-dual object ρ ∈ C. Let Γρ be the fusion graph with
respect to ρ, i.e., the vertices are the isomorphism classes of irreducible objects in C, and
given simples σ, τ , there exactly dim(Hom(σρ, τ)) edges from σ to τ . Since our distinguished
object ρ is symmetrically self-dual, our fusion graph is undirected.
Definition 2.18. The Doplicher-Roberts algebra Oρ is the C∗-algebra defined as follows.
First, there is a canonical inclusion Hom(ρm, ρn) ↪→ Hom(ρm+1, ρn+1) given by x 7→ x⊗ 1ρ.
For k ∈ Z, let oOkρ = lim−→Hom(ρ
n, ρk+n), and let oOρ =
⊕
k∈Z
oOkρ. The multiplication on oOρ
is induced from the composition in C. If y ∈ Hom(ρm, ρn+m) and x ∈ Hom(ρn+m, ρk+n+m),
then xy ∈ Hom(ρm, ρk+n+m), and xy ⊗ 1ρ = (x ⊗ 1ρ)(y ⊗ 1ρ). We let Oρ be the universal
enveloping algebra of oOρ, which exists by [DR89, MRS92].
Remark 2.19. The Doplicher-Roberts algberaOρ comes equipped with a canonical T-action
γ and a canonical endomorphism ρ̂ implemented by ρ. They define ρ̂ on
⊕
k∈Z
oOkρ as the
map induced by
Hom(ρm, ρn+m) 3 x 7→ 1ρ ⊗ x ∈ Hom(ρm+1, ρn+m+1),
and ρ̂ extends to an endomorphism of Oρ. We get a faithful representation of the full
subcategory Tρ ⊂ C whose objects are ρn for n ∈ Z≥0 in End(Oρ), the C∗-tensor category of
endomorphisms of Oρ. Moreover, the assignment (Tρ, ρ) to (Oρ, γ, ρ̂) is functorial.
We give a diagrammatic construction of the Doplicher-Roberts algebra Oρ via Subsection
3.3 using the factor planar algebra P• of the rigid C∗-tensor subcategory 〈ρ〉 ⊂ C and the
choice of object ρ. See also Remark 2.29 below.
Definition 2.20. Suppose Λ is an undirected graph. The directed graph ~Λ = (V (~Λ), E(~Λ), s, t)
is the graph with the following properties:
(1) V (Λ) = V (~Λ).
(2) For each  ∈ E(Λ) which is a loop, i.e.,  only connects to one vertex α, we have a single
edge  ∈ E(~Λ) such that s() = t() = α.
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(3) For each  ∈ E(Λ) which is not a loop, i.e.,  connects to two distinct vertices α, β, we
have two edges ′, ′′ ∈ E(~Λ) such that s(′) = t(′′) = α and t(′) = s(′′) = β.
There is an involution op on E(~Λ) given by op =  if  is a loop, and (′)op = ′′ if  is not a
loop.
Remark 2.21. As long as Λ is not the graph with one vertex and one loop or the A2
Coxeter-Dynkin diagram, ~Λ is strongly connected, and the vertex and edge matrices of ~Λ
are not permutation matrices. Moreover, ~Λ is locally finite if Λ is.
Remark 2.22. By [MRS92], Oρ is isomorphic to a full corner of the Cuntz-Krieger algebra
O~Γρ , where ~Γρ is obtained from Γρ as in Definition 2.20. They showed how to realize O~Γρ
as a path/string algebra acting on a Hilbert space of infinite paths. In this infinite path
representation, Oρ is isomorphic to the cutdown P?O~ΓP? where P? is the projection onto the
paths that start at the distinguished vertex ?, which corresponds to the trivial object 1 ∈ C.
In particular, Facts 2.15 all hold for Oρ. (See also [KPRR97] on Cuntz-Krieger algebras of
pointed graphs.)
We note that the method of [MRS92] using a bipartite graph is equivalent to looking at
infinite paths on our directed graph ~Γρ obtained from Γρ as in Definition 2.20. This approach
is analogous to the finite path representation due to [Eva82, EFW84].
Remark 2.23. In [Izu98, Section 2.5], Izumi studies the Doplicher-Roberts algebras Oρρ
and Oρρ, where ρ is the standard sector of a finite index, finite depth type III subfactor.
In the type II1 language, ρ corresponds to the standard bimodule NL
2(M)M , which is a
1-morphism in a 2-category. Thus ρρ and ρρ are generating bimodules of the principal even
half and the dual even half of the standard invariant respectively, and the Doplicher-Roberts
construction can be performed in these tensor categories. In this case, there are two canonical
endomorphisms ρ̂ and ρ̂ which switch back and forth between the two algebras Oρρ and Oρρ.
Izumi notes in [Izu98, Proposition 3.1] that Oρρ is stably isomorphic to OΛΛT where Λ is
the (bipartite!) adjacency matrix of Γ. This follows from Remark 2.22 above, since ΛΛT is
the adjacency matrix of the fusion graph with respect to ρρ.
2.4 Planar algebras
Planar algebras have proven to be a useful tool for analyzing subfactors and tensor categories.
Definition 2.24. A planar algebra is a sequence of vector spaces P• = (Pn)n≥0 together with
an action of the planar operad, i.e., every planar tangle with k1, . . . , kr points on the input
disks and k0 points on the output disk corresponds to a multilinear map Pk1×· · ·×Pkr → P0.
For example,
?
?
?
: P3 × P5 → P6.
We require
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• isotopy invariance: isotopic tangles produce the same multilinear maps,
• identity: the identity tangle (which only has radial strings) acts as the identity trans-
formation, and
• naturality: the gluing of tangles corresponds to composition of multilinear maps. When
we glue tangles, we match up the points along the boundary disks making sure the
distinguished intervals marked by ? align.
Notation 2.25. We will always draw our planar tangles in rectangular form in what follows.
?
?
?
When we draw a planar tangle, we will often suppress the external rectangle, which is
assumed to be large. If we omit a ?, it is always assumed to be in the lower left corner.
Finally, we draw one string labelled k rather than k parallel strings.
Definition 2.26. P• is called a factor planar algebra if P• is
• evaluable: dim(Pn) < ∞ for all n ≥ 0 and P0 ∼= C via the map that sends the empty
diagram to 1 ∈ C. By naturality, there is a scalar δ such that any labelled diagram
containing a closed loop is equal to δ times the same diagram without the closed loop.
• involutive: for each n ≥ 0, there is a map ∗ : Pn → Pn with ∗ ◦ ∗ = id which is
compatible with the reflection of tangles, i.e., if T is a planar tangle with r input disks,
then T (x1, . . . , xr)
∗ = T ∗(x∗1, . . . , x
∗
r) where T
∗ is the reflection of T .
• spherical: the value of a closed diagram is invariant under spherical isotopy. Equiva-
lently, for all x ∈ P2,
tr(x) = x = x .
• unitary/positive: for every n ≥ 0, the map 〈·, ·〉 : Pn × Pn → P0 ∼= C given by
〈x, y〉 = nx y∗
is a positive definite inner product. Hence by [Jon83], δ ∈ {2 cos(pi/n)|n ≥ 3}∪ [2,∞).
A subfactor planar algebra is a 2-shaded factor planar algebra. We refer the reader to
[BMPS12, Jon12] for more details on subfactor planar algebras.
Examples 2.27. Some examples of factor planar algebras are the Temperley-Lieb planar
algebra TL•(δ) and the planar algebra of non-commutative polynomials NC• (see Definition
3.17).
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Definition 2.28. The principal graph Γ of P• is the graph whose vertices are the isomor-
phism classes of simple projections in P•, and if p ∈ P2n and q ∈ P2(n+1) are simple projec-
tions, then the vertices [p] and [q] are connected by dim(qP2(n+1)(p⊗ id)) edges.
Given a vertex [p] of Γ, the number tr(p) is independent of the choice of representative of
[p]. The vector (tr(p))[p]∈V (Γ) defines the quantum dimension weight vector on the vertices
of Γ satisfying the Frobenius-Perron condition:
δ tr(p) =
∑
[q]∈V (Γ)
N[p],[q] tr(q)
where N[p],[q] is the number of edges connecting [p] and [q] in Γ. Note that the quantum
dimension weight vector is normalized so that the trace of the empty diagram is 1.
Remark 2.29. In [MPS10, BHP12], it was shown how to associate to a factor planar algebra
P• its rigid C∗-tensor category of projections Pro(P•), and from a rigid C∗-tensor category
C and a choice of symmetrically self-dual object ρ ∈ C, how to obtain a factor planar algebra
PA(C, ρ)•. In this case, PA(Pro(P•), id)• = P•, and Pro(PA(C, ρ)•) is equivalent to the
subcategory of C generated by ρ. Moreover, the fusion graph Γρ corresponds to the principal
graph Γ. Also see [Yam12] for more details.
3 The GJSW-Doplicher-Roberts system
In this subsection, following Guionnet-Jones-Shlyakhtenko-Walker [GJS10, JSW10], we de-
fine a canonical Hilbert space F0(P•) associated to a planar algebra P• which shares some
properties of a full Fock space. Following Jones [Jon], we define the Toeplitz and Cuntz
algebras in this scenario, where the latter is isomorphic to the Doplicher-Roberts algebra Oρ
where ρ is the strand in P•.
The work of Jones [Jon] and Shelly [She13] defined Oρ as the image of the Toeplitz
algebra in the GNS representation of a KMSln(δ)-state. We show this is equivalent to taking
the quotient by the compact operators K ⊂ B(F0(P•)) in Subsection 3.2.
We will see the GJS algebra S0(P•) arises as the analog of Voiculescu’s free semicircular
algebra in Subsection 3.4.
3.1 The Fock space and Toeplitz algebra
Definition 3.1. Let F0(P•), the full Fock space of P•, be the Hilbert space of Gr0 =⊕∞
k=0Pk with the usual inner product, i.e., the completion of Gr0 under the inner prod-
uct given by the extension of
〈x, y〉 =
{
0 if m 6= n
n
x y∗ if m = n
for x ∈ Pn and y ∈ Pm.
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For x ∈ Pn and 0 ≤ `, r with `+ r = n, we define the creation-annihilation operator Lr(x)
by its action on a y ∈ Pm:
Lr(x)y =
(
` r
x
)
m
y =

0 if m < r
`
r
m− r
x y if r ≤ m.
We use the dot on the top of the n-box x to denote x ∈ Pn as the operator Lr(x) to distinguish
it from the vector x ∈ F0(P•). Note that the omitted ? is still on the bottom left corner.
The operator Lr(x) is bounded by [JSW10].
We define the P•-Toepltiz algebra T0(P•) as the unital C∗-algebra acting on F0(P•) gen-
erated by
{Lr(x)|x ∈ Pn, n ≥ 0, and 0 ≤ r ≤ n} .
It is straightforward to show that the product Lr1(x) · Lr2(y) ∈ T0(P•) for x ∈ Pn and
y ∈ Pm is given by
Lr1(x) · Lr2(y) =
(
`1 r1
x
)
·
(
`2 r2
y
)
=

`1
r1
`2 − r1 r2
x y
if r1 ≤ `2
r2
`2
r1 − `2`1
xy
if `2 < r1,
and the adjoint of Lr(x) is L`(x
∗): (
` r
x
)∗
=
`r
x∗ .
Define the Toeplitz core of P•, denoted core(T0(P•)), as the subalgebra of T0(P•) generated
by {Ln(x)|x ∈ P2n, n ≥ 0}.
Remark 3.2. The core of T0(P•) with the multiplication defined above is not the usual core
of the standard invariant defined by Popa in [Pop94], i.e., the inductive limit algebra lim−→P2n
under the right inclusion. See Remark 3.15 for the appearance of the usual core, and see
Example 5.34 for the AF structure of the core of T0(P•).
The Toeplitz algebra T0(P•) appears briefly in [Jon], but without a distinguished name.
Jones observes that T0(P•) contains the compact operators K as follows from the next two
lemmas.
Lemma 3.3 ([Jon]). The action of T0(P•) on F0(P•) is irreducible.
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Proof. Let x ∈ Pr \ {0} and y ∈ P`. Then the operator
1
‖x‖22
Lr(y ∧ x) = 1‖x‖22
` r
y x
maps x ∈ F0(P•) to y ∈ F0(P•). The rest is straightforward.
Lemma 3.4 ([Jon]). The Toeplitz algebra T0(P•) contains a finite rank operator, and thus
all the compact operators K by Lemma 3.3.
Proof. Note that the projection onto ⊕k≥nPk is given by
Ln(∪n) =
n n
.
Hence 1− Ln(∪n) is the finite rank projection onto
⊕
k≤nPk.
3.2 A useful result for weights on Toeplitz algebras
Before we study the T-action, the KMS state, and the Cuntz algebra of P•, we take a brief
interlude to prove a useful result for weights on Toeplitz algebras.
Suppose T is a C∗-algebra together with:
• a closed 2-sided ideal K ⊂ T of “compact” operators,
• a ‖ · ‖-continuous action σ : T→ Aut(T ),
• a conditional expectation E : T → C given by E(x) = ∫T γz(x) dz, where the measure
is normalized Lebesgue measure,
• the core C is AF, with distinguished finite dimensional algebras Ck for k ≥ 0 such that
C =
⋃
k≥0Ck
‖·‖
where the inclusion Ck ↪→ Ck+1 is not necessarily unital,
• a lower semi-continuous tracial weight Tr : C+ → [0,∞], which induces a lower semi-
continuous weight ϕ = Tr ◦E on T ,
• the set Nϕ = {x ∈ T |ϕ(x∗x) = 0} is a 2-sided ideal of T .
Remarks 3.5.
(1) Nϕ is automatically closed by lower semi-continuity.
(2) If ϕ is a KMS state, then Nϕ is automatically a 2-sided ideal by Remark 2.6.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose x ∈ T+. Then x ∈ K if and only if E(x) ∈ K.
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Proof. Suppose x ∈ K. Then E(x) is a limit of Riemann sums of elements ofK, so E(x) ∈ K.
Now suppose E(x) ∈ K. Since K is hereditary, if E(x) ∈ K, then so is
Es(x) =
∫ s
0
σt(x) dt,
and thus so is the difference quotient
x = lim
h→0
E0+h(x)− E0(x)
h
= lim
h→0
1
h
∫ h
0
σt(x) dt.
We now prove the following main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that K ⊆ Nϕ and C+k ∩Nϕ ⊂ K. Then Nϕ = K.
Proof. First, we note that E(Nϕ) = C ∩Nϕ since ϕ = ϕ ◦E. We prove the following claim:
Claim. If p ∈ C ∩Nϕ is a projection, then p ∈ K.
Proof of Claim. Suppose p ∈ C is a projection with ϕ(p) = 0. Since C is AF, there is an
n > 0 and a projection q ∈ Cn such that ‖p−q‖ < 1. Hence p is homotopic in C to q, and thus
there is a unitary u ∈ C such that p = uqu∗ [RLL00, Section 2.2]. Now ϕ(q) = ϕ(u∗pu) = 0
since Nϕ is an ideal, and thus q ∈ C+n ∩Nϕ ⊂ K. We conclude p ∈ K.
Now we know the ideal E(Nϕ) = C ∩Nϕ is a hereditary subalgebra of the AF algebra C,
and thus has real rank zero. By the claim, every projection in E(Nϕ) is in K, so E(Nϕ) ⊆ K.
Using Lemma 3.6, we see every positive element in Nϕ is also in K. Hence Nϕ ⊆ K.
3.3 The T-action, the KMS state, and the Cuntz algebra
We now give an action of T on T0(P•), and we construct a KMSln(δ)-state ϕ.
Definition 3.8 ([Jon]). Consider the number operator N : Gr0 → F0(P•) by
n
x 7−→ n
n
x .
Note that N is an unbounded, closable operator which preserves the grading of F0(P•).
There is a unique bounded operator exp(itN) given by the extension of
n
x 7−→ eitn
n
x .
Define an R-action σ : R→ Aut(T0(P•)) by σt = Ad(exp(itN)):
σt
(
` r
x
)
= eit(`−r)
` r
x .
Note that the R-action induces a T-action γ via the map t 7→ eit.
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Definition 3.9 ([Jon, She13]). For each x ∈ T0(P•), the map t 7→ σt(x) is norm continuous,
so we define the conditional expectation E : T0(P•)→ core(T0(P•)) by
E(x) =
∫
T
γz(x) dz,
where we use the normalized Lebesgue measure on T. We define a normalized (non-faithful)
trace τ on core(T0(P•)) by the extension of
τ
 n nx
 = δ−n nx .
Finally, define the state ϕ : T0(P•)→ C by ϕ = τ ◦ E.
Lemma 3.10 ([Jon, She13]). ϕ is a KMSln(δ) state.
Proof. For x ∈ P`1+r1 and y ∈ P`2+r2 , where without loss of generality r1 ≤ `2,
ϕ
 `1 r1x · `2 r2y
 = δ`1−r1=r2−`2δ−`1
`1
r1
`2 − r1 `1
x y
= δ`1−r1=r2−`2δ
−`1
r1
`1
`2 − r1r1
xy
= δ`1−r1ϕ
(
`2 r2
y ·
`1 r1
x
)
.
Recall from Remark 2.6 that Nϕ is a closed 2-sided ideal of T0(P•). Also note that the
finite rank operators from the proof of Lemma 3.4 are in the kernel of the KMS state ϕ,
since we are using the normalized trace, and ∪n is the image of 10 inside P2n under the right
inclusion. Thus K ⊂ Nϕ. To show that K = Nϕ, by Theorem 3.7, it suffices to show the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose x ∈ core(T0(P•)) is a finite sum of elements of the form Ln(xn)
where xn ∈ P2n. If x ≥ 0 and ϕ(x) = 0, then x has finite rank.
Proof. Suppose
x =
N∑
n=0
n n
xn ,
x ≥ 0, and ϕ(x) = 0. Consider the element x˜ given by
x˜ =
N∑
n=0
n n
N − n
xn
.
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Note that for all m ≥ N and all y ∈ PM , we have
x˜y =
N∑
n=0
n
n
N − n m−N
xn y
= xy. (1)
Hence if ξ ∈ H, and p is the projection onto ⊕n≥N Pn, we have
〈x˜ξ, ξ〉 = 〈x˜pξ, pξ〉 = 〈xpξ, pξ〉 ≥ 0,
so x˜ ≥ 0. With a slight abuse of notation, we may identify x˜ with LN(x˜) for x˜ ∈ P2N .
Now even though ϕ is not faithful on core(T0(P•)), ϕ|P2N is faithful when we identify each
y ∈ P2N with LN(y) ∈ core(T0(P•)). Thus
0 = ϕ(x) = ϕ(x˜) = ϕ|P2N (x˜),
and thus x˜ = 0. Thus x is finite rank since it agrees with x˜ on Pm for m ≥ N .
Corollary 3.12. Suppose x ∈ T0(P•) is a finite sum of elements of the form Lrj(xj) where
xj ∈ Prj+`j . If x ≥ 0 and ϕ(x) = 0, then x ∈ K.
Proof. Note that E(x) ∈ core(T0(P•)) is a finite sum of elements of the form Ln(xn) where
xn ∈ P2n, E(x) ≥ 0, and ϕ(E(x)) = ϕ(x) = 0. By Lemma 3.11, E(x) has finite rank, so by
Lemma 3.6, x ∈ K.
By Theorem 3.7, where Cn is the C
∗-algebra generated by P2k for 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we now
have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.13. K = Nϕ. Hence T0(P•)/K is isomorphic to the C∗-algebra generated by
T0(P•) in the GNS representation of the KMSln(δ)-state ϕ.
Definition 3.14. Define the P•-Cuntz algebra O0(P•) = T0(P•)/K = T0(P•)/Nϕ. Define
the (Cuntz) core of P• as the fixed points of O0(P•) under the T-action. Note that for each
z ∈ T, the action of γz descends to O0(P•) = T0(P•)/K since γz preserves K as it is unitarily
implemented.
Remarks 3.15.
(1) The core of O0(P•) is the usual core which appears in [Pop94], i.e., core(O0(P•)) =
lim−→P2k under the right inclusion P2k ↪→ P2k+2 given by
n n
x 7−→
n n
x .
Hence the AF structure of the core of O0(P•) is the usual one encoded by the principal
graph Γ.
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(2) Jones [Jon] and Shelly [She13] use the T-action to show that the conditional expectation
from O0(P•) onto core(O0(P•)) is positive and faithful, since it is just integration with
respect to Haar measure. The KMS state then arises naturally as the composite of this
faithful conditional expectation along with the faithful trace on core(O0(P•)) inherited
from P•.
Facts 3.16.
(1) The algebra O0(P•) is isomorphic to the Doplicher-Roberts algebra Oρ [DR89] where ρ is
the strand in the rigid C∗-tensor category Pro(P•) [BHP12]. Thus O0(P•) is isomorphic
to a full corner of the Cuntz-Krieger algebra O~Γ (see Remark 2.22).
In Remark 5.15, we provide another proof that O0(P•) is a compression of O~Γ. Our
approach has the added benefit that it realizes T0(P•) and S0(P•) as reduced compres-
sions of the universal Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger algebra T~Γ and the newly introduced free
graph algebra S(Γ) respectively. (See Subsection 3.4 for the definition of S0(P•) and
Subsection 5.3 for the definition of the free graph algebra S(Γ).)
(2) When the strand in P• is ρρ where ρ = NL2(M)M is the standard bimodule for a finite
index II1-subfactor N ⊂M , O0(P•) is isomorphic to Oρρ from [Izu98, Section 2.5].
(3) Jones [Jon] and Shelly [She13] originally define the Cuntz algebra O0(P•) as the image of
T0(P•) in the GNS representation of the KMS state ϕ. In fact, by [She13, Propositions
3.1.3 and 3.3.2], for finite depth P•, ϕ is the unique KMS state for O0(P•), and the only
admissible β-value is ln(δ). (This is not the case for infinite depth. For example, there
is a 1-parameter family of traces on the AF core of O0(TL•).)
3.4 The generalized semicircular algebra of P•
We now see that the algebras arising from Voiculescu’s free Gaussian functor arise from the
factor planar algebra NC• of non-commuting polynomials. This motivates the definition
of a generalized semicircular algebra, which is also known as the (zeroth) Guionnet-Jones-
Shlyakhtenko C∗-algebra.
We first recall the construction of the factor planar algebra NC•.
Definition 3.17. Consider the algebra C〈X1, . . . , Xn〉 of non-commuting polynomials in self-
adjoint variables. The factor planar algebra NC• is uniquely characterized by the following
properties:
• NCn is the C-span of the monomials of degree n, and (Xi1 · · ·Xin)∗ = Xin · · ·Xi1 .
• NC• is generated by the 1-boxes Xi , which satisfy Xi Xj = δi,j.
• The strand is equal to ∑ni=1 X2i . In diagrams, = n∑
i=1
Xi
Xi
.
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It is not hard to show that the modulus of NC• is δ = n, and the principal graph Γ is the
n-bouquet, i.e., one vertex with n self-loops.
In more detail, the planar operad acts on NC• by contracting indices. For a vector
of indices ~i = (i1, . . . , in), let X~i = Xi1 · · ·Xin . For example, if ~i = (i1, i2, i3) and ~j =
(j1, j2, j3, j4, j5), then
?
?
?
(X~i, X~j) =
?
?
?
i2
i1
ki3
j3
j2
j1
j4
j5
(X~i, X~j)
= n · δi3,j3 · δj1,j2 ·Xi1Xi2
(
n∑
k=1
X2k
)
Xj4Xj5 .
Fact 3.18. When δ = n, T0(NC•) is isomorphic to Tn and O0(NC•) is isomorphic to On (see
Example 2.10).
Voiculescu’s free semicircular algebra Sn naturally arises in this situation. The generators
Xi are in P1, and thus can be viewed as creation or annihilation operators depending upon
the dot placement:
1
Xi and
1
Xi .
Hence summing over all placements of the dot above gives the free semi-circular generators:
L+(Xi) + L+(Xi)
∗ =
1
Xi +
1
Xi .
In the general (sub)factor planar algebra setting, it has proven instrumental to look at the
algebra generated by summing over all placements of the dot.
Definition 3.19. The P•-semicircular algebra S0(P•) is the C∗-algebra generated by{∑
`+r=n
` r
x
∣∣∣∣∣x ∈ Pn and n ≥ 0
}
.
Facts 3.20.
(1) S0(NC•) is isomorphic to Voiculescu’s free semicircular algebra Sn.
(2) In [HP14], we will see that S0(P•) is isomorphic to the (zeroth) Guionnet-Jones-Shlyakhtenko
C∗-algebra [GJS10, JSW10]. Thus S0(P•) completes to an interpolated free group factor
[GJS11, Har13], just as Sn completes to L(Fn) [Voi85].
(3) Since S0(P•)∩K = (0), the inclusion S0(P•) ↪→ T0(P•) descends to an injection S0(P•) ↪→
O0(P•).
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Remarks 3.21.
(1) Germain’s Theorem 2.8 does not apply to give us the K-theory of T0(P•) or S0(P•).
The Fock space F0(P•) is not generated by P1, so T0(P•) is not generated by elements
of degree 1.
(2) This construction is not functorial. Consider the canonical planar algebra inclusion
Φ : TL• ↪→ NC•. While Φ induces an inclusion of Hilbert spaces F0(TL•) ↪→ F0(NC•),
Φ does not induce a map of Toeplitz algebras. Consider the element
xP• = −
2 2 ∈ T0(P•).
Note that xTL• = 0 in T0(TL•) since TL1 = (0), but xNC• 6= 0 in T0(NC•), as it is the
projection onto NC1.
However, we will see in Theorem 5.32 that the assignments P• to O0(P•) and S0(P•) are
functorial.
4 The operator-valued system
The Fock space analogy of the previous section, originally due to Jones, brought together
work of Doplicher-Roberts [DR89], Guionnet-Jones-Shlyakhtenko-Walker [GJS10, JSW10,
Jon], Izumi [Izu98], Shelly [She13], and Voiculescu [Voi85]. However, we saw some problems
with functoriality.
In this section, we construct a canonical C∗-Hilbert bimodule X = X (P•) associated to a
(sub)factor planar algebra. We will see in Subsection 5.5 that the Cuntz and free semicircular
algebras of P• of the previous subsection are full hereditary subalgebras of the Cuntz-Pimsner
and B-valued free semicircular algebras associated to X . In general, the P•-Toeplitz algebra
may be a reduced compression of the Pimsner-Toeplitz algebra of X .
This C∗-Hilbert bimodule construction is functorial. Additionally, it allows for the efficient
computation of the K-theory of the free semicircular algebra S(P•) via Theorem 2.8 from
[Ger]. We postpone the proof to Corollary 5.30, but the interested reader can perform the
calculation at the end of Subsection 4.2.
For this section, P• is a fixed factor planar algebra.
4.1 Operator-valued Fock space
Definition 4.1. For n ≥ 0, let Bn = Bn(P•) be the external direct sum
Bn =
n⊕
l,r=0
Pl,r,
where Pl,r = Pl+r, and we picture an element of b ∈ Pl,r as bl r .
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We define the following multiplication and (non-normalized) trace Tr on Bn by
al
r · bl′ r′ = δr,l′ al r b r′ and Tr(b) = δl,r b
l r
.
We equip Bn with involution † defined as follows. If b ∈ Pl,r, then
b† = b∗
r l ∈ Pr,l,
where the ∗ is the standard involution on P•. Notice that Bn is a finite dimensional C∗-
algebra under †, so Bn has a unique C∗-norm.
Definition 4.2. Let Γ(n) be the truncation of Γ to depth n, and let V (Γ(n)) be its vertices.
Remark 4.3. Note that
Bn ∼=
⊕
α∈V (Γn)
Mn(α)(C),
where n(α) represents the multiplicity of pα in Bn, and pα is a representative of the vertex
α ∈ V (Γ(n)).
Observe that Bn is canonically a non-unital, hereditary subalgebra of Bn+1. Furthermore,
the uniqueness of the C∗-norm on each Bn implies that there is a unique C∗-norm on ∪nBn.
Definition 4.4. Define the C∗-algebra B = B(P•) = lim−→Bn =
⋃
n≥0 Bn
‖·‖
.
Remark 4.5. From the preceding discussion, as a C∗-algebra, B ∼= ⊕α∈V (Γ)K.
In what follows, we construct B − B Hilbert bimodules.
Definition 4.6. Consider the external direct sum
Xn =
∞⊕
l,r=1
Pl,n,r,
where diagrammatically, an element x ∈ Pl,n,r can be seen as x = xl r
n
. We use the
convention that X = X1. We have an involution † on Xn defined as follows. If x ∈ Pl,n,r,
then
x† = x∗
n
r l ∈ Pr,n,l .
Moreover, Xn has a B-valued inner product given by the sesquilinear extension of
〈x|y〉B = δl,l′
n
x∗
r l y r
′
for x ∈ Pl,n,r and y ∈ Pl′,n,r′ . However, note that so far, the B-valued inner product only
takes values in ∪n≥0Bn.
Define a norm on Xn by ‖x‖2Xn = ‖〈x|x〉B‖B.
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Before we continue, we need to show that the involution † is continuous on Xn. The
following two propositions accomplish just that.
Proposition 4.7. Consider the capping map Rk : ∪n≥0Bn → ∪n≥0Bn which is given by
linear extension of
Rk
(
b
l r
)
=
 bl − k r − k
k
if l, r ≥ k
0 otherwise.
Then ‖Rk(b)‖B ≤ δk‖b‖B, so Rk extends continuously to B.
Proof. Let b ∈ Bn for some n. We may assume that b ∈
⊕
l,r≥k Pl,r. Let
ιn,k : Bn →
(
n+k∑
j=k
1j
)
B
(
n+k∑
j=k
1j
)
by a 7→ a
k
.
Note that ιn,k is a unital inclusion. Let
En,k :
(
n+k∑
j=k
1j
)
B
(
n+k∑
j=k
1j
)
→ ιn,k(Bn)
be the Tr-preserving conditional expectation. Then En,k has norm 1. It is a straightforward
diagrammatic argument to see for all b as above, Rk(b) = δ
kEn,k(b). This gives the desired
bound.
Proposition 4.8. For x ∈ Xn, ‖x‖Xn ≤ δn/2‖x†‖Xn.
Remark 4.9. Note that this proposition also implies ‖x‖Xn ≥ δ−n/2‖x†‖Xn .
Proof. Let x ∈ Xn, and write x as a finite sum
x =
∑
l,r
xl,r
n
l r .
Let x˜l,r be the following element of B:
x˜l,r = xl,r
l + n r ,
and let x˜ =
∑
l,r x˜l,r. By drawing the right diagrams, ‖x‖Xn = ‖x˜† · x˜‖1/2B , and
‖x†‖Xn = ‖Rn(x˜ · x˜†)‖1/2B ≤ δn/2‖x˜ · x˜†‖1/2B = δn/2 · ‖x˜† · x˜‖1/2B = δn/2‖x‖Xn .
In the string of inequalities, we used that B is a C∗-algebra under the involution †.
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Definition 4.10. Let Xn = Xn(P•) be the completion of Xn with respect to ‖ · ‖Xn , where
again, we use the convention that X = X1. We also use the convention that X0 = B. By
Proposition 4.8, the involution † extends continuously to each Xn.
For each m, there are natural left and right actions of Bm on Xn, namely the extensions
of the actions on Xn given by
b
l r · xl′ r′ = δr,l′ · bl r r′x and
xl
′ r′ · bl r = δr′,l · bl′ l rx .
Moreover, the operator norm of the left action of b ∈ Bm on Xn is equal to ‖b‖B since Bm
has a unique C∗-norm, so we get an isometric embedding of B into L(Xn).
Proposition 4.11. Xn ∼=
⊗n
B X .
Proof. We first prove by induction on n that the B valued inner product on ⊗nB X is given
on simple tensors by
〈x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn|y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn〉B = x∗n · · · x∗1 y1 · · · yn .
For n = 1, this is a tautology. Assume the result holds for
⊗n−1
B X . Then on
⊗n
B X , we
have
〈x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn|y1 ⊗ y2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn〉B = 〈x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn| 〈x1|y1〉B · y2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn〉B.
By the induction hypothesis, this inner product is
x∗n · · · x∗1 y1 · · · yn .
We now define a map Un :
⊗n
B X → Xn by
Un(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn) = x1 · · · xn .
Note that Un is a B −B bimodule map which is B middle linear and preserves the B valued
inner product. Therefore it is an isometry. Let x ∈ Pl,n,r, and define x̂ and ck ∈ Pk+1,k as
follows:
x̂ = xl
r + n
and ck =
k
.
Then x̂ ∈ B, ck ∈ X , and Un(x̂cn+r−1 ⊗ cn+r−2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cr) = x. Therefore, Un has dense
range, and since it is an isometry, it is surjective.
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Definition 4.12. The Pimsner-Fock space is given by F(P•) =
⊕
n≥0Xn ∼=
⊕
n≥0
⊗n
B X .
Remark 4.13. The involution † defined on each Xn does not extend continuously to F(P•).
Indeed, if we set Ck to be the diagram k , then ‖Ck‖B = δn/2 and ‖C†k‖B = 1. An
involution on F(P•) is not required in the sections that follow. We will only use that X has
a well defined involution.
Before we define our Pimsner-Toeplitz algebra, we need to know that B acts on X by
compact operators.
Proposition 4.14. Let pα be a representative of the vertex α ∈ V (Γ). Then pα is a linear
combination of rank 1 operators. Hence B ⊂ K(X ).
Proof. We write β ∼ α if α and β are the endpoints of at least one edge in E(Γ). For each
β ∼ α, we observe that dim(pαXpβ) is nβ where there are nβ edges with endpoints α and β.
Pick an orthogonal basis {g(β)1, . . . , g(β)nβ} for pαXpβ under the inner product Tr(〈·|·〉B).
We note that as pβ is minimal in B, 〈g(β)i|g(β′)j〉B = kδi,jδβ,β′pβ for k a nonzero constant.
Therefore, we can choose the g’s so that k = 1. (See Subsection 5.2 for more details about
these bases.)
We claim
pα =
∑
β∼α
nβ∑
i=1
|g(β)i〉〈g(β)i|.
Indeed, if x ∈ pγX and γ 6= α, then both sides of the equation send x to zero. Otherwise,
we may assume x ∈ pαX is of the form
x = g(β)i b
for β ∼ α and b ∈ B. Clearly, pα ·x = x. As for y =
∑nβ
i=1 |gi〉〈gi|, the orthogonality relations
give
y · x = g(β)i〈g(β)i|g(β)i〉B · b = (g(β)ipβ)b = g(βi) · b = x,
so we have the desired equality.
4.2 The Pimsner-Toeplitz and free semicircular algebras
On F(P•), we have creation and annihilation operators as follows.
Definition 4.15. Let x ∈ Pl,1,r ⊂ X . We define the x creation operator L+(x) on F(P•) by
the linear extension of its action on y ∈ Pl′,n,r′ :
L+(x)y =
 l rx
 l′ r′ny = δr,l′ l r r′nx y .
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We define the x annihilation operator L−(x) on F(P•) by the extension of
L−(x)y =
 l rx
 l′ r′ny = δr,l′ l r r′n− 1x y .
Note that (L+(x))
∗ = L−(x†).
The following proposition shows these operators generate a Pimsner-Toeplitz algebra:
Proposition 4.16. The operators L+(x) and L−(x) acting on F(P•) are bounded. Further-
more, together with B, the C∗-algebra they generate is isomorphic to the Pimsner-Toeplitz
algebra T (X ).
Proof. Consider the map U :
⊕
n≥0
⊗n
B X → F(P•) which is defined by U(y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn) =
Un(y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn) with Un as in the proof of Proposition 4.11. The operator U is unitary,
and it is easy to verify that U intertwines the action of the two definitions of L+(x) from
Definitions 2.3 and 4.15.
Definition 4.17. We refer to the C∗-algebra generated by B and {L+(x)|x ∈ X} as T(P•).
Remark 4.18. One can think of T(P•) as being generated by operators of the form
Lr(x) =
l r
` r
x
where
l r
` r
x
 kξ
 =

0 if k < r
l r
` r k − r
x ξ if r ≥ k.
Indeed, if ck is as in Proposition 4.11, then
Lr(x) = L+(c
†
`) · · ·L+(c†l+`−2)L+(c†l+`−1)(b)L−(cr+r−1)L−(cr+r−2) · · ·L−(cr)
where b = x
l + ` r + r ∈ B.
Definition 4.19. Let XR be the closed real subspace
{
x ∈ X ∣∣x = x†} ⊂ X . We define
the B-valued semicircular algebra S(P•) to be the C∗-subalgebra of T(P•) spanned by the
(self-adjoint) elements L+(ξ) + L−(ξ) for ξ ∈ XR.
Note that S(P•) is isomorphic to the algebra generated by {L+(x) + L+(x)∗|x ∈ XR}
and B as operators on ⊕n≥0⊗nB X . We may also view generators of S(P•), just as in the
presentation of S0(P•) is Subsection 3.4, where we sum over all placements of the dot on the
top.
Proposition 4.20. S(P•) is generated by B and
{ ∑
`+ r=n
l r
` r
x
∣∣∣∣∣n ≥ 0 and x ∈ Pl,n,r
}
.
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Proof. Let A be the C∗-algebra generated be the sums above. It is clear that S(P•) ⊂ A.
To show the other inclusion, will prove by induction on n that each sum is in S(P•).
If n = 1, we see that
x + x =
1
2
[L+(x+ x
†) + L−(x+ x†) + i(L+(−i(x− x†)) + L−(−i(x− x†)))].
We now assume that the result holds for up to n− 1 marked points at the top of the box.
We need only show that ∑
m+k=n
` r
x ∈ S(P•)
when x is of the form
x = x1 y
n− 1
.
We see that(
x1
+ x1
)
·
∑
`+ r=n−1
` r
y =
∑
`+ r=n−2
` r
x y +
∑
`+ r=n
` r
x .
By the inductive hypothesis, the left hand side and the first summation on the right hand
side is in S(P•). Therefore, all terms are in S(P•).
It is important to note that this proposition proves the following:
Proposition 4.21. S(P•) is generated by B and {L+(x) + L−(x)|x ∈ X}.
Remark 4.22. Proposition 4.20 shows that we may regard S(P•) as generated by operators
x ∈ Pl,n,r. The action of x on y ∈ F(P•) is given by:
x ·
(
m
ξ
)
=
min{n,m}∑
k=0
k
x y
This diagram also shows how to multiply x and y when they are viewed in the algebra S(P•).
This is exactly the product that appears in [JSW10]. We will show S(P•) is isomorphic to
the semifinite GJS algebra in [HP14, Lemma 3.3].
4.3 The Cuntz-Pimsner algebra
As T(P•) is isomorphic the the Pimsner-Toeplitz algebra acting on F(P•), it containsK(P•) =
K(F(P•)). This allows us to define our Cuntz-Pimsner algebra over X .
Definition 4.23. The Cuntz-Pimnser algebra O(P•) is the C∗-algebra T(P•)/K(P•).
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Definition 4.24. From Definition 2.4, there is a canonical R-action σ : R → Aut(T(P•))
given by the extension of
σt
(
` r
x
)
= ei(`−r)t
` r
x ,
which again induces a T-action. We define the core of T(P•) as the fixed points under the
T-action, i.e., T(P•)T. Note that just as in Subsection 3.1, σt is norm continuous in t, so we
define the conditional expectation E : T(P•)→ core(T(P•)) by
E(x) =
∫
T
γz(x)dz
where the measure is normalized Lebesgue measure.
We have a B-valued expectation φ on core(T(P•)) given by
φ(Ln(x)) = φ
(
n n
x
)
= δ−n ·
n
x .
Note that φ extends continuously to core(T(P•)) and is faithful on elements of the form
φ(Ln(x)) as above. We therefore obtain a B-valued conditional expectation ψ = φ ◦ E
defined on T(P•).
The map ψ induces the weight Ψ = Tr ◦ψ which is defined on T(P•)+ and takes values in
[0,∞]. The techniques of Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 can be used to show that Φ is KMS with
inverse temperature ln(δ), and the ideal generated by{
x ∈ T(P•)+
∣∣Ψ(x) = 0}
is K(P•). Therefore, Ψ drops to a faithful KMS weight on O(P•).
4.4 Functoriality of the construction
In this subsection, we will show that if P• and Q• are factor planar algebras, and i : Q• → P•
is a planar algebra homomorphism, then i indues a map between the corresponding Pimnser-
Toeplitz, Cuntz-Pimsner, and free semicircular algebras. Note that any such i must be
injective due the fact that the inner product tangle is positive definite, and P0 ∼= C ∼= Q0.
To begin, recall that
Bn(P•) =
n⊕
l,r=1
Pl,r and B(P•) = lim−→Bn(P•)
Bn(Q•) =
n⊕
l,r=1
Ql,r and B(Q•) = lim−→Bn(Q•)
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with C∗-algebra structure as described in Subsection 4.1. Note that i induces a C∗-algebra
inclusion Bn(Q•) ↪→ Bn(P•) and hence an inclusion iB : B(Q•) ↪→ B(P•). Recall that
X (P•) =
∞⊕
l,r=1
Pl,1,r
‖·‖
and X (Q•) =
∞⊕
l,r=1
Ql,1,r
‖·‖
with B(P•) − B(P•) (respectively B(Q•) − B(Q•)) bimodule structure as described in Sub-
section 4.1. Furthermore we see that the map i induces a bimodule map from iX : X (Q•)→
X (P•) which satisfies iX (b1 · ξ · b2) 7→ iB(b1) · iX (ξ) · iB(b2).
We are now ready for the main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem 4.25. The assignment P• to T(P•), S(P•), and O(P•) is functorial in the following
sense. If i : Q• → P• is an inclusion of factor planar algebras, then i induces an injective
C∗-algebra homomorphism iA : A(Q•) → A(P•) with A ∈ {T ,O,S}. The map iT satisfies
and is uniquely determined by
• iT (b) = iB(b) for b ∈ B(Q•) and
• iT (L+(ξ)) = L+(iX (ξ)).
Proof. We consider the C∗-subalgebra of T(P•) which is generated by iB(B(Q•)) and the
elements L+(ξ) for ξ ∈ iX (X (Q•)). We note that the following relations hold:
(1) a1L+(iX (ξ1)) + a2L+(iX (ξ2)) = L+(a1iX (ξ1) + a2iX (ξ2)) for ai ∈ C and ξi ∈ X (Q•).
(2) iB(a) · L+(iX (ξ)) · iB(b) = L+(iB(a) · ξ · iB(b)) for ξ ∈ X (Q•) and a, b ∈ B(Q•).
(3) L+(iX (η))∗L+(iX (ξ)) = 〈iX (η)|iX (ξ)〉B(P•) = iB(〈η|ξ〉B(Q•)).
The last equality holds since the B(P•) and B(Q•) valued inner products are induced from the
planar operad. Since iB : B(Q•)→ B(P•) is an injection, the universality of Pimsner-Toeplitz
algebras [Pim97] implies that i induces a C∗-algebra homomorphism iT : T (Q•) → T(P•).
The map iT satisfies and is uniquely determined by the equations claimed above.
We now show that iT is injective. Let XQ• be the closure of the subspace of F(P•)
spanned by boxes in i(Q•), and note that XQ• is naturally an iB(B(Q•))− iB(B(Q•)) Hilbert
bimodule. We define a map U : F(Q•)→ XQ• which is initially defined on diagrams and is
given by linear extension of the formula
U(ξ) = i(ξ) for ξ ∈ Ql,n,r.
We see that U(b1 · ξ · b2) = iB(b1) · U(ξ) · iB(b2), and 〈U(η)|U(ξ)〉B(P•) = iB(〈η|ξ〉B(Q•)), and
by construction, U has dense range. Therefore, U extends to be a unitary satisfying
UL+(ξ)U
∗ = L+(iX (ξ)).
This shows that U intertwines the action of T (Q•) on F(P•) and the action of iT (T (Q•))
on XQ• . Therefore iT is injective.
The map iT sends S(Q•) into S(P•), so the assignment P• to S(P•) is functorial as
well. Finally, note that if x ∈ K(Q•) then iT (x) ∈ K(P•). This shows that iT induces a
map O(Q•) → O(P•). Theorem 5.14 and Lemma 5.29 below show that O(Q•) is simple,
implying that the map is injective.
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Example 4.26. A common example of an inclusion of planar algebras is the inclusion of
the Temperley-Lieb planar subalgebra TL• ↪→ P•.
Example 4.27. Another common example arises from equivariantization, i.e., when Q• is
the fixed points of P• under the action of some finite group G of planar algebra automor-
phisms. In this case, one can show that each g ∈ G induces an automorphism of A(P•), and
A(P•)G ∼= A(Q•) for A ∈ {T ,O,S}.
Remark 4.28. Theorem 5.32 below will show that the assignments P• to O0(P•) and S0(P•)
are functorial.
5 Compressions of the operator-valued system
In this section, we investigate a compression of B which induces a compression of X , leading
to subsequent compressions of F(P•), T(P•), O(P•), and S(P•). While the compressing
projections from Γ are not in general canonical, the resulting compressions are isomorphic
to canonical objects associated to an oriented graph ~Γ obtained from Γ.
First, we get a spatial isomorphism from the compression of X to the Cuntz-Krieger
bimodule of ~Γ from [FR99, Example 1.2]. This spatial isomorphism implements isomorphisms
between
• the compression of F(P•) and the Fock space of the Cuntz-Krieger bimodule [FR99,
Example 1.4],
• the compression of T(P•) and the universal Toepltiz-Cuntz-Krieger algebra T~Γ [FR99],
• the compression of O(P•) and the Cuntz-Krieger algebra O~Γ [CK80], and
• the compression of S(P•) and the free graph algebra S(Γ).
The free graph algebra S(Γ) is analogous to the free graph von Neumann algebras associated
to arbitrary unoriented weighted graphs appearing in [GJS11, BKS12, Har13]. In particular,
in Subsection 5.3, we discuss the free semicircular graph algebra S(Λ, µ) associated to an
arbitrary unoriented weighted graph (Λ, µ) (which is not necessarily a principal graph) and
how it sits inside the (Toeplitz-)Cuntz-Krieger algebra.
In Subsection 5.5, we discuss a further compression by p? which recovers the GJSW-
Doplicher-Roberts system of Section 3. Finally, in Subsection 5.6, we briefly sketch the case
of a shaded subfactor planar algebra.
5.1 Compressing B and X
For each α ∈ V (Γ), choose a representative pα ∈ P2 depth(α) ⊂ 1depth(α)B1depth(α). Set
Pn =
∑
α∈V (Γ(n)) pα, and notice that PnBPn is naturally a subspace of Pn+1BPn+1. In fact,
PnBPn ∼= C(V (Γ(n))), and the inclusion PnBPn ↪→ Pn+1BPn+1 is the natural inclusion
C(V (Γ(n))) ↪→ C(V (Γ(n+ 1))). Let
C = C(P•) = lim−→PnBPn ∼= C0(V (Γ)),
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which is our compression of B.
Note that C induces a compression of X as follows. Let
Y = Y(P•) = CXC‖·‖X = lim−→PnXPn.
Moreover, Y carries a B-valued inner product, which is actually just a C-valued inner product.
Hence Y is a Hilbert C − C bimodule.
Remark 5.1. If Γ is simply laced and acyclic, then there is a unique choice for each pα, and
Y is canonical.
If Γ is not simply laced or not acyclic, it is clear from the above definition that if we chose
different representatives p′α for the vertices α, the resulting projections P
′
n are equivalent in
B to the Pn. Such a partial isometry implementing the equivalence is unique up to a choice
of phase for each α, since minimal projections in a matrix algebra are equivalent by a unique
partial isometry up to a phase.
We now identify Y with the Cuntz-Krieger bimodule Y (~Γ) from Definition 2.12.
Definition 5.2. For the principal graph Γ of P•, let ~Γ be as in Definition 2.20. Let
E(α→ β) =
{
 ∈ E(~Γ)
∣∣∣s() = α and t() = β} .
We note that Y is spanned by elements of the form pαxpβ for x ∈ X . Diagrammatically,
these elements look like
pα x pβ
l l r r
where there is only one strand on top. We note that pαYpβ is finite dimensional, and
dim(pαYpβ) = |E(α→ β)|. This observation will help us define our edge elements.
Definition 5.3 (Edge elements). For each edge  ∈ E(~Γ), we define an edge element g.
(1) Choose an orthonormal basis {g| ∈ E(α→ α)} of pαYpα under the inner product
〈x|y〉 = x† y ,
where each g is self-adjoint.
(2) Suppose α 6= β. Choose an orthonormal basis {g| ∈ E(α→ β)} of pαYpβ. We note
that
{
g†
∣∣ ∈ E(α→ β)} gives an orthonormal basis of pβYpα. Thus, for  ∈ E(β → α),
we define g = g
†
op . Therefore, if  is not a loop, then g ∈ ps()Ypt() and g† = gop .
Remark 5.4. If  ∈ E(α→ β), we visualize the edge element as
g = pα g pβ
l l r r
with the source projection on the left and the target projection on the right.
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We now identify Y with Y (~Γ) from Definition 2.12. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5.
(1) If , ′ ∈ E(~Γ), then 〈g′ |g〉C = δ,′
Tr(pt())
· pt().
(2) pαg = δs()=αg and gpα = δt()=αg.
Proof.
(1) First, we note that the C-valued inner product must be zero unless s(′) = s(). Let
α = t(′) = s((′)op) and β = t(). Then we have
〈g′ |g〉C = g†′ glr
′ r ∈ pαCpβ =
{
(0) if α 6= β
span{pα} if α = β.
Assuming α = β, by the orthonormality of the edge elements in ps()Ypα, we observe
g†′ g
r
l = δ,′ ,
and the result follows.
(2) This is immediate from the definition of g.
Proposition 5.6. There is a spatial isomorphism Y ∼= Y (~Γ) of Hilbert C − C bimodules.
Proof. We construct a unitary U : Y (~Γ) → Y . We initially define U on finitely supported
functions by the formula U(δ) =
√
Tr(pt()) · g. Lemma 5.5 shows that U preserves the
C-valued inner products, the C − C bimodule structure, and has dense range. Therefore, U
can be extended to Y (~Γ), giving the isomorphism.
5.2 Induced isomorphisms
Definition 5.7. Define F(Γ) = CF(P•)C‖·‖F(P•) and Ym = CXmC‖·‖Xm . Using the convention
that Y = Y1, we have F(Γ) =
⊕∞
m=0 Ym.
We now show F(Γ) (as a C − C bimodule) retains the Fock space structure of F(P•).
Proposition 5.8. Yn ∼=
⊗n
C Y(∼=
⊗n
C Y (~Γ)), so F(Γ) ∼= F(Y (~Γ)).
Proof. We show Y2 ∼= Y ⊗C Y , and the proof of the general statement follows by induction.
Let x ∈ pαY2pβ. By Proposition 4.11 and the discussion thereafter, we see that
x = y z
rnl
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for some (non-unique) y, z ∈ X . There is some projection P ∈ P2n such that
x = y P z
rnnl
Now P is a sum of projections Pγ ∈ P2n where the γ’s are vertices connected to both α and
β. Thus each Pγ is a sum of minimal projections equivalent to pγ in B. For each γ, choose
partial isometries vγ1 , ..., v
γ
N(γ) such that
(vγj )
∗vγj = pγ and
N(γ)∑
j=1
vγj (v
γ
j )
∗
= N(γ)∑
j=1
vγj pγ(v
γ
j )
∗
 = Pγ.
Inserting the latter expression in for each Pγ gives the result.
We now define our compressed Toeplitz algebra.
Definition 5.9. We define the Toeplitz algebra of Γ by T (Γ) = CT(P•)C‖·‖. Notice that
these are operators on F(Γ).
The following proposition, whose proof directly follows from Propositions 5.6 and 5.8,
shows that the definition of T (Γ) makes sense.
Proposition 5.10. T (Γ) is generated as a C∗-algebra by C and {L+(y)|y ∈ Y}.
This proposition, together with Proposition 5.6, shows that T (Γ) ∼= T (Y (~Γ)). Since the
edge elements generate Y as a Banach space, the following proposition immediately follows
from Proposition 5.10.
Proposition 5.11. T (Γ) is generated as a C∗ algebra by C and
{
L+(g)
∣∣∣ ∈ E(~Γ)}.
We will now explore the Toeplitz-structure of T (Γ).
Definition 5.12. For  ∈ E(~Γ), set S =
√
Tr(pt())L+(g).
Proposition 5.13.
(1) If , ′ ∈ E(~Γ), then S∗′S = δ,′pt().
(2)
∑
s()=α
SS
∗
 = pα − |pα〉〈pα|.
Proof. Using the identity L+(y)
∗L+(x) = 〈y|x〉C, (1) follows from (1) of Lemma 5.5. For
part (2), we first note that if ξ ∈ C, then applying either side of the equation to ξ produces
zero. We may now assume that
ξ = g′ η .
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If ′ is not any edge represented in the sum, then pαg′ = 0 and part (1) implies that the
sum annihilates g′ as well. If 
′ is an edge represented in the sum, then by parts (1) and (2)
and the proof of Lemma 5.5, ∑
s()=α
SS
∗

 · ξ = S′S′ξ = g′ pt(′) η = ξ.
We also note that pαξ = ξ and pα〈pα|ξ〉 = 0. This completes the proof.
Note that T (Γ) is isomorphic to the universal Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger C∗-algebra T~Γ
[FR99]. Let K(Γ) = K(F(Γ)) be the C∗ algebra generated by the “rank one” operators |ξ〉〈η|.
As in Section 4.3, we see that T (Γ) contains K(Γ) as an ideal. We define O(Γ) = T (Γ)/K(Γ).
We have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.14. O(Γ) is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger graph C∗-algebra O~Γ.
Proof. We note that O(Γ) is generated by the homomorphic images of C and the elements
S for  ∈ E(~Γ), and we will abuse notation by calling the images C and S respectively. No
nonzero element of C lies in K(Γ), so C is faithfully represented inside O(Γ). Also note that
by Proposition 5.13,
S∗S = pt() and
∑
s()=α
SS
∗
 = pα
in O(Γ). By [CK80, Theorem 2.13] and [PR96, Theorem 2.1.8], we have O(Γ) ∼= O~Γ.
Remark 5.15. We will observe in Theorem 5.32 below that O0(P•) is naturally isomorphic
to p?O(Γ)p?. As a result, we may now infer many properties of O0(P•) since it is stably
isomorphic to O~Γ. Hence Facts 2.15 all hold for O0(P•), so in particular, O0(P•) is simple.
5.3 The free graph algebra of an unoriented graph
This subsection defines the third canonical algebra associated to the compressed Fock space.
We show this algebra appears as a subalgebra of Cuntz-Krieger graph algebras of certain
directed graphs provided certain natural weighting conditions are satisfied. To begin, we
provide some useful notation for the remainder of the article.
Notation 5.16. Let A be a C∗-algebra equipped with a lower semicontinuous tracial weight
tr (which may or may not be finite). We write
A =
p1A1
µ1
⊕ · · · ⊕
pnAn
µn
⊕D
if pk is a projection in A which serves as the identity of the C∗-algebra Ak and tr(pk) = µk.
The algebra D may be unital or not.
We start with a connected undirected graph Λ with weighting µ : V (Λ) → R>0. Let ~Λ
be as in Definition 2.20. Set CΛ = C0(V (Λ)) = C0(V (~Λ)). We form the CΛ − CΛ Hilbert
bimodule Y (~Λ) and its Fock space F(Y (~Λ)). For notational convenience, we will rewrite
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tensors of the form δ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δn as 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n. This means that we can think of Y (~Λ)
being generated by elements  for  ∈ E(~Λ) satisfying the relations
pα = δs(),α, pα = δt(),α, and 〈′|〉CΛ = δ,′pt(′).
Definition 5.17. Suppose  ∈ E(Λ).
(1) If  is a loop, then we can think of  ∈ E(~Λ), and we define T = L+() + L+()∗.
(2) If  is not a loop, let ′ and ′′ be the two edges associated to  in Definition 2.20. Set
a = 4
√
µ(s(′))
µ(t(′)) . We define T as follows:
T = aL+(
′) + a−1L+(′′)∗ + a−1L+(′′) + aL+(′)∗.
Notice that the elements T are self-adjoint.
Definition 5.18. The free graph algebra S(Λ, µ) is the C∗-subalgebra of T~Λ generated by
CΛ together with {T| ∈ E(Λ)}.
We now determine the structure of the free graph algebra.
Theorem 5.19. Define a map E : S(Λ, µ)→ CΛ by E(x) =
∑
α∈V (Λ)〈pα|xpα〉CΛ. Notice that
this sum always converges in norm.
For a fixed  ∈ E(Λ), let S denote the C∗-subalgebra of S(Λ, µ) generated by CΛ and T.
(1) E is faithful on each S.
(2) The S are free with amalgamation over CΛ, implying E is faithful on S(Λ, µ), and
S(Λ, µ) = ∗
CΛ
(S, E)∈E(Λ)
where the free product is reduced.
Proof.
(1) Assume first that  is a loop at α. Let Λ be the subgraph of Λ consisting of the vertex
α and the loop . We need only show that the mapping E : S(Λ, µ) → C∗(pα) ∼= C
given by E(x) = 〈pα|xpα〉pαCΛpα is faithful. This immediately follows from Voiculescu’s
free Gaussian functor construction since S(Λ) = C∗(pα, L+() + L−()).
Now assume that  has two distinct edges α and β as endpoints, and let s(′) = α and
t(′) = β. Let Λ be the subgraph of Λ whose vertices are α and β and edge . Let
µ = µ|V (Λ).
To show that E is faithful on S, it is enough to show that the mapping E : S(Λ, µ)→
C∗(pα, pβ) given by
E(x) = 〈pα|xpα〉+ 〈pβ|xpβ〉
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is faithful. We define bounded (non-adjointable) operators R′ and R′′ on F(Y (~Λ)),
where ′, ′′ are as in Definition 2.20. The operators R′ and R′′ are given on tensors by
the formulas
R′(1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n) = a−11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n ⊗ ′ + a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n−1〈opn |′〉
R′′(1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n) = a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n ⊗ ′′ + a−11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n−1〈opn |′′〉.
A standard induction argument shows that pα + pβ is cyclic for the algebra R generated
by R′ , R′′ , and CΛ acting on the right, and it is a straightforward argument to show
that S(Λ, µ) and R commute. Therefore, if there is an x ∈ S(Λ, µ) so that xpα = 0
and xpβ = 0, then x(pα+pβ) = 0 and since x commutes with R, x must be 0. Therefore
if y ≥ 0, y ∈ S(Λ, µ), and E(y) = 0, then
0 = 〈pα|ypα〉CΛ + 〈pβ|ypβ〉CΛ = 〈y1/2pα|y1/2pα〉CΛ + 〈y1/2pβ|y1/2pβ〉CΛ
implying y = 0. This implies E is faithful on S.
(2) Note that the map E is clearly well-defined on all of T (Y (~Λ)), and the expectationless
elements in T (Y (~Λ)) are densely spanned by terms of the form
n∑
i=1
aiL+(1) · · ·L+(`(i))L+(′1)∗ · · ·L+(′r(i))∗
for `(i) and r(i) not both zero. Therefore, the expectationless elements in S(Λ, µ) are
densely spanned by certain sums of this form as well. Suppose that x1, ..., xn are terms
of this form, xi ∈ Si with i 6= i+1, and E(xi) = 0. The identity
L+(
t
i)
∗L+(ti+1) = 0 for s, t ∈ {′,′′ }
shows that no elements of C appear as a summand of the expression for x1 · · ·xn. This
gives the desired result.
Let τµ be the tracial weight on CΛ which is defined by τµ(pα) = µ(α), and define Trµ =
τµ ◦ E. We can now give the explicit structure of the algebras S.
Theorem 5.20. For each algebra S, Trµ is a lower-semicontinuous tracial weight on S
which is finite if and only if
∑
v∈V (Λ) µ(v) is finite. Furthermore,
(1) If  is a loop at α, then
S ∼=
pα
C[0, 1]
µ(α)
⊕ C0(V (Λ) \ {α})
where if f ∈ pαSpα, Trµ(f) = µ(α)
∫ 1
0
f(λ) dλ with dλ Lebesgue measure.
(2) If  has α and β as endpoints with α 6= β and µ(α) > µ(β), then
S ∼=
pβ+qα(
M2(C)⊗ C[0, 1]
)
2µ(β)
⊕
rα
C
µ(α)−µ(β)
⊕ C0(V (Λ) \ {α, β}).
Here, pα = qα + rα. On (pα + qβ)S(pα + qβ), we have Trµ = µ(β) TrM2(C)⊗
∫
(·) dλ with
dλ Lebesgue measure.
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(3) Set D to be the algebra
D = {f : [0, 1]→M2(C)|f is continuous and f(0) is diagonal} .
If  has α and β as endpoints with α 6= β and µ(α) = µ(β), then
S ∼=
pα+pβ
D
2µ(α)
⊕ C0(V (Λ) \ {α, β}),
where pα and pβ are the canonical matrix units e11 and e22 respectively. The trace on D
is µ(α) TrM2(C)⊗
∫
(·) dλ with dλ Lebesgue measure.
Proof. For (1), note that S is commutative, and pαSpα is generated by pα and L+() +
L+()
∗. Standard arguments show that L+() + L+()∗ has Voiculescu’s semicircular distri-
bution on [−2, 2] in pαSpα with respect to Tr.
For (2) and (3), we set α = s(′) and a = 4
√
µ(α)
µ(β)
and assume that a ≥ 1. We note that
(pα + pβ)S(pα + pβ) is generated as a C∗-algebra by
T′ = aL+(
′) + a−1L+(′′)∗ and T′′ = a−1L+(′′) + aL+(′).
Note that T ∗′ = T′′ , T
∗
′T′ ∈ pβSpβ, and T ∗′′T′′ ∈ pαSpα. We will compute the laws of
T ∗′T′ in pβSpβ, and T ∗′′T′′ in pαSpα with respect to Trµ.
We let Pn(
′) be the coefficient of pβ in (T ∗′T′)
n and Pn(
′′) the coefficient of pα in (T ∗′′T′′)
n.
We say that P0(
′) = 1 = P0(′′). We claim that for n ≥ 1
Pn(
′) = a2
n−1∑
k=0
Pk(
′′)Pn−k−1(′) and Pn(′′) = a−2
n−1∑
k=0
Pk(
′)Pn−k−1(′′).
Indeed, the pβ term in (T
∗
′T′)
n comes from terms of the form
a2L+(
′)∗(T ∗′′T′′)
kL+(
′)(T ∗′T′)
n−k−1,
where in each term, we take the term
a2L+(
′)∗(Pk(′′)pα)L+(′)Pn−k−1pβ = a2Pk(′′)Pn−k−1(′)pβ
to avoid double-counting. This establishes the first identity and the second identity is estab-
lished from similar arguments.
We now write down the moment generating functions
M′(z) =
∞∑
n=0
Pn(
′)zn and M′′(z) =
∞∑
n=0
Pn(
′′)zn
for T ∗′T′ and T
∗
′′T′′ respectively. From the above recursion relations, we have the following
system of equations:
M′(z) = a
2zM′(z)M′′(z) + 1 and M′(z) = a
−2zM′(z)M′′(z) + 1.
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Solving this gives
M′(z) =
a2 − (a4 − 1)z +√(z(a4 − 1)− a2)2 − 4a2z
2z
and
M′′(z) =
a−2 − (a−4 − 1)z +√(z(a−4 − 1)− a−2)2 − 4a−2z
2z
.
The laws with respect to Trµ can now be recovered from the Cauchy transforms Gf (z) =
µ(t(f))z−1Mf (z−1) for f ∈ {′, ′′}. The Cauchy transforms are
G′(z) = µ(β)
a2z − (a4 − 1) +√((a4 − 1)− a2z)2 − 4a2z
2z
and
G′′(z) = µ(α)
a−2z − (a−4 − 1) +√((a−4 − 1)− a−2z)2 − 4a−2z
2z
where the branch on the square root is chosen so that
lim
=(z)→+∞
G′(z) = 0 = lim=(z)→+∞
G′′(z).
The polynomials in the square root both have roots at a2 + a−2 ± 2. Therefore they are
scalar multiples of each other, and we see that the second polynomial differs from the first
by a factor of a−8.
To get the law, we compute limy→0+ − 1pi=(G(x+ iy)) in the sense of distributions. Using
a4 ≥ 1 and a−4 ≤ 1, this says that the laws dµ′ and dµ′′ of T ∗′T′ and T ∗′′T′′ respectively
are:
dµ′ = µ(β)
√
4a2x− (a4 − 1− a2x)2
2pix
1[a2+a−2−2,a2+a−2+2] dx and
dµ′′ = µ(α)(1− a−4)δ0 + µ(α)a−4
√
4a2x− (a4 − 1− a2x)2
2pix
1[a2+a−2−2,a2+a−2+2] dx.
Since a−4 = µ(β)
µ(α)
, this implies that Trµ((T
∗
′T′)
n) = Trµ((T′T
∗
′)
n) for all n ≥ 0. Therefore
Trµ is tracial on S.
We see from this analysis that both distributions are free-Poisson. If a > 1, then µ(α) >
µ(β), and a−2 +a2 > 2, implying T ∗′T′ is invertible in pβSpβ and hence the polar part of T′
lies in S. Since the law of T ∗′T′ in pβSpβ is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure, we have established the isomorphism in (2).
To establish the isomorphism in (3), we have a = 1 and hence µ(α) = µ(β). Note that the
laws of T ∗′T′ and T
∗
′′T′′ are both absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure
and are supported on [0, 4]. This gives the isomorphism in (3).
Since E preserves Trµ on each S by definition, we see that Trµ is a faithful semi-finite
trace on S(Λ, µ). We obtain a Hilbert space representation of S(Λ, µ) by the induced repre-
sentation on H = F(Y (~Λ))⊗CΛ `2(V (Γ), µ). The action of S(Λ, µ) on H is simply the GNS
representation of S(Λ, µ) with respect to Trµ. (This argument is similar to [HP14, Lemma
3.3].) The von Neumann algebra generated by S(Λ, µ) in this representation is M(Λ, µ)
from [Har13]. We have the following useful lemma about the structure of M(Λ, µ).
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Lemma 5.21 ([Har13]). Write α ∼ β if α and β are the endpoints of at least one edge in Λ,
and n(α, β) the number of edges having α and β as endpoints. Set aµ(α) =
∑
β∼α n(α, β)µ(β)
and
A(Λ, µ) = {α ∈ V (Λ)|µ(α) > aµ(α)} .
Then
M(Λ, µ) ∼= N ⊕
⊕
α∈A(Λ,µ)
rα
C
µ(α)−aµ(α)
.
The algebra N is L(Ft) for some t if
∑
α 6∈A(Λ,µ) µ(α) +
∑
α∈A(Λ,µ) aµ(α) is finite or L(Fs)⊗
B(H) otherwise. The projection rα is a subprojection of pα.
The above lemma was proven in [Har13] for finite weighted graphs. The standard embed-
ding arguments used in Section 4 of that paper get the infinite case as well. We also have
the following lemma which is surely well known, but we will provide a proof.
Lemma 5.22. Suppose x ∈ K(F(Y (~Λ))) and let pi be the induced representation of L(F(Y (~Λ)))
on H = F(Y (~Λ))⊗CΛ `2(V (Γ), µ). Then pi(x) ∈ K(H).
Proof. We need only show that pi(|1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n〉〈′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ′m|) ∈ K(H). We note that on
F(Y (~Λ)), the range of |1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n〉〈′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ′m| is contained in
(1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n)CΛ = span{(1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n)pt(n)}.
It follows from this that pi(|1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n〉〈′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ′m|) is rank at most 1 on H and we are
finished.
We now show when S(Λ, µ) nontrivially intersects K(F(Y (~Λ))).
Theorem 5.23. If A(Λ, µ) is empty, then S(Λ, µ)∩K(F(Y (~Λ))) = {0}. If Λ is locally finite
and A(Λ, µ) is nonempty, then S(Λ, µ) nontrivially intersects K(F(Y (~Λ))).
Proof. If A(Λ, µ) is empty, Lemma 5.21 implies that S(Λ, µ) completes to either a II1 factor
or a II∞ factor onH. Neither of these containK(H) so it follows that S(Λ, µ)∩K(F(Y (~Λ))) =
{0} from Lemma 5.22.
If α ∈ A(Λ, µ) and Λ is locally finite, let 1, . . . n be the edges satisfying s(i) = α.
By Theorem 5.20 and its proof, the support projections pi of TiT
∗
i
are in S(Λ, µ). Since
a(α) =
∑n
i=1 Trµ(pi) < µ(α), Voiculescu’s R-transform can be used to show that
∑n
i=1 pi
has an atom of size µ(α)− a(α) at 0 and the rest of the law is supported inside an interval
missing the origin. From Lemma 5.21, we see that the projection corresponding to the atom
at zero is rα and is hence rα ∈ S(Γ, µ). The projection rα is rank 1 on H so it is compact
on F(Y (~Λ)).
From this theorem, we get the following corollary:
Corollary 5.24. If A(Λ, µ) is empty, then the canonical surjection T (Y (Λ)) → O~Λ is in-
jective on S(Λ, µ); hence we can view S(Λ, µ) as a subalgebra of O~Λ.
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It would be nice to determine more about the general structure of the algebras S(Λ, µ) for
different weightings µ. In particular, it would be nice to know which weightings guarantee
that S(Λ, µ) is simple with unique trace, and more ambitiously, when S(Λ, µ) is isomorphic
to S(Λ′, µ′). Using Theorem 2.8, we can very quickly compute the K-theory of S(Λ, µ).
Theorem 5.25. The inclusion CΛ ↪→ S(Λ, µ) is a KK-equivalence for any Λ. Consequently,
K0(S(Λ, µ)) = Z {[pα]|α ∈ V (Λ)} and K1(S(Λ, µ)) = (0).
Proof. We note that on T (Y (~Λ)), S(~Λ) is generated by elements L+(x) +L−(x) for x in the
closure of the real subspace
spanR
{
a′ + a−1′′
∣∣∣∣∣ ∈ E(Λ) and a = 4
√
µ(s(′))
µ(t(′))
}
where we assume ′ =  = ′′ if  is a loop. If Λ is finite, Theorem 2.8 gives the K-theory
since CΛ is unital. If Λ is infinite, then write Λ as an increasing union of finite subgraphs
Λn. Theorem 2.8 implies that the canonical inclusion CΛn ↪→ S(Λn, µ) is a KK-equivalence.
Taking inductive limits gives the result.
5.4 Compressing S(P•) to the free graph algebra S(Γ)
Let YR =
{
y ∈ Y∣∣y = y†}, and note that YR = ∪nPnXRPn‖·‖.
Definition 5.26. We define S(Γ) to be the C∗-subalgebra of T (Γ) generated by C and
{L+(y) + L−(y)|y ∈ YR}.
The following proposition has the same proof as Propositions 4.20 and 5.8.
Proposition 5.27.
(1) S(Γ) is generated by C and elements
∑
`+ r=n
` r
y
for y ∈ Yn.
(2) S(Γ) is generated by C and {L+(y) + L−(y)|y ∈ Y}.
(3) S(Γ) = CS(P•)C‖·‖.
With the aid of this proposition, we can picture S(Γ) as being generated by elements
y ∈ Yn such that if x ∈ Ym and y ∈ Yn, then
x · y =
min{n,m}∑
k=0
k
x y .
Note that
L+(g′) + L−(g′) =
S′√
µ(t(′))
+
S∗′′√
µ(s(′))
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with µ the quantum dimension weighting on Γ induced from P•, which satisfies the Frobenius-
Perron condition. From Section 5.3 we see that S(Γ) = S(Γ, µ), so the name S(Γ) makes
sense. As the set A(Γ, µ) is empty for a weighting which satisfies the Frobenius-Perron
condition, we immediately deduce that S(Γ) can be seen as a subalgebra of O(Γ). This
shows the following:
Corollary 5.28. S(Γ) is subnuclear, and thus exact.
We could have also deduced exactness of S(Γ) by [Dyk04]. From the previous section, we
deduce that
K0(S(Γ)) = Z {[pα]|α ∈ V (Γ)} and K1(S(Γ)) = (0).
In [HP14, Subsection 5.1] we prove that S(Γ) is simple. For now, we end with the following
lemma which ties together the structure of B, T(P•), S(P•) and O(P•) with C, T (Γ), S(Γ),
and O(Γ).
Lemma 5.29. Let K be the algebra of compact operators on a separable infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space.
(1) B ∼= C ⊗ K, and
(2) for A ∈ {T ,O,S}, we have A(P•) ∼= A(Γ)⊗K.
Proof. (1) is immediate since C ∼= ⊕v∈V (Γ)C and B ∼= ⊕v∈V (Γ)K with C canonically a
hereditary subalgebra of B. To prove (2)-(4), just use the matrix units from (1), since
A(Γ) ∼= CA(P•)C‖·‖.
These stable isomorphisms immediately imply the following result.
Corollary 5.30. The canonical inclusion i : B ↪→ S(P•) is a KK-equivalence. As a conse-
quence,
K0(S(P•)) = Z {[pα]|α ∈ V (Γ)} and K1(S(P•)) = (0).
The same holds for the canonical inclusion S(P•) ↪→ T(P•).
5.5 A further canonical compression
A planar algebra inclusion Q• ↪→ P• does not induce inclusions of (Toeplitz-)Cuntz-Krieger
or free graph algberas. More precisely, we do not get a map Y(Q•) to Y(P•) since depth(Q•) ≥
depth(P•) (e.g., see [BP13, Corollary 3.12]). In particular, we see this problem when δ ≥ 2,
Q• = TL•, and P• is finite depth.
However, we do have functorality of the assignment P• to S0(P•) and O0(P•). We realize
this by a further compression by p?. To this end, we will need to represent our compression
faithfully on a Hilbert space.
Definition 5.31. Using the identification of Remark 4.22, we can define a conditional ex-
pectation E∞ : S(P•) → B given by the extension of E∞(x) = δn,0x for x ∈ Pl,n,r ⊂ S(P•).
Note that E∞ is continuous since if Q0 is the orthogonal projection from F(P•) onto B, we
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have E∞(x) = Q0xQ0 as an element in B. Furthermore, using the isomorphisms B ∼= CΓ⊗K
and S(P•) ∼= S(Γ)⊗K from Lemma 5.29, E∞ = E ⊗ idK for the E given in Theorem 5.19.
Thus E∞ is faithful.
The map Tr ◦E∞ on S(P•) becomes a faithful lower-semicontinuous tracial weight on
S(P•). Diagrammatically, we have
Tr ◦E∞(x) = δn,0 · δl,r xl
r
.
Theorem 5.32. The assignment P• to S0(P•) and O0(P•) is functorial in the sense that an
inclusion Q• ↪→ P• of factor planar algebras induces a canonical inclusion A(Q•) ↪→ A(P•)
for A ∈ {O,S}.
Proof. We note that the map iA in Theorem 4.25 induces a canonical inclusion p?A(Q•)p? →
p?A(P•)p? for A ∈ {O,S}. If we show that p?A(P•)p? is naturally isomorphic to A0(P), we
will be finished.
To this end, we note that p?F(P•)p? is the Hilbert space F0(P•). Let ρ(p?) denote the
right action of p? on F(P•). We define a C∗-algebra homomorphism φ : p?L(F(P•))p? →
B(F0(P•)) by φ(x) = xρ(p?). We observe that φ(p?T(P•)p?) = T0(P•) and φ(p?S(P•)p?) =
S0(P•). Diagrammatically, φ sends x as an operator on p?F(P•) to the operator x on F0(P•).
The C∗-algebra p?S(P•)p? = p?S(Γ)p? carries a faithful trace tr = Tr ◦E∞(p? · p?) as in
Definition 5.31. We see that the representation of p?S(P•)p? on F0(P•) is simply the GNS
representation with resect to tr. Therefore, φ is faithful on p?S(P•)p?.
We note that if x ∈ p?K(P•), then φ(x) ∈ K(F0(P•)). Therefore, φ induces a surjection
from p?O(P•)p? onto O0(P•). The algebra p?O(P•)p? is simple from Theorem 5.14 and the
simplicity of O~Γ. Therefore the surjection is an isomorphism.
Remark 5.33. The proof of Theorem 5.32 shows that T0(P•) is a reduced compression of
T(P•). Note that the map φ need not be injective on T(P•). Indeed, if we consider
yP• = −
2 2 ∈ T(P•)
similar to Remarks 3.21, then yTL• 6= 0, but φ(yTL•) = 0. This explains why the assignment
P• with T0(P•) is not functorial.
Example 5.34. Recall the AF structure of Cuntz core of O0(P•) from (1) of Remarks 3.15.
Now consider p?T(P•)p? = p?T (Γ)p?, which acts faithfully on p?F(Γ). We show that the
core of this algebra (the fixed points under the T-action) has an AF structure related to that
of the core of O0(P•). We see that the core of p?T(P•)p? is generated by the subalgebras Cn
spanned by elements of the form
k k
x
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for k ≤ n. The inclusion Cn ↪→ Cn+1 is the identity. Notice that for each minimal projection
p ∈ P2n, we can write
n n
p =
n n
p +

n n
p −
n n
p︸ ︷︷ ︸
rp
 .
We already understand how the first projection on the right hand side decomposes in Cn+1
from its decomposition in the Cuntz core. Hence we must analyze the remainder term on
the right hand side.
Claim. rp is a projection of rank exactly 1.
Proof of Claim. The only elements not killed by rp are those of degree exactly n with no
strings on the left side. Consider a vector y ∈ p?F(Γ) of the form
n
y pα
for some α ∈ V (Γ). Now we see that rpy is given by
n
n
p y pα
Since p, pα are both minimal in P•, they are equivalent if rpy 6= 0, and there is only a
one-dimensional space of morphisms between both simples.
From the above analysis, we see that the Bratteli diagram of (Cn)n≥0 is obtained by taking
the Bratteli diagram for the Cuntz core of O0(P•), i.e., (P2n)n≥0 under the right inclusion,
and adjoining an A∞ tail to each vertex. We draw this diagram by first drawing the Bratteli
diagram for the core of O0(P•), drawing a dotted line to the left, and attaching the A∞ tails
to the left of the dotted line. We give an example in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Bratteli diagram for the core of p?T (TL•)p? for the A4 factor planar algebra
We can now describe the core of T0(P•) by looking at the reduction of C by the right
action of p? on p?F(Γ). We take the Bratteli diagram for the core of p?T(P•)p?, and we
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eliminate all A∞ tails to the left of the dotted line which do not emanate from a vertex
corresponding to a projection equivalent to the empty diagram, i.e., a vertex underneath the
trivial vertex ?. One sees this by repeating the above argument with α = ?, so our vector y
lies in p?F(Γ)p?. Thus p must be equivalent to the empty diagram to find a y with rpy 6= 0.
We give an example in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Bratteli diagram for the core of T0(TL•) for the A4 factor planar algebra
5.6 The shaded case
In this subsection, we briefly sketch what happens if P• is shaded. Let P• be a subfactor
planar algebra with principal graph Γ+ and dual principal graph Γ−. We form two algebras
B+ and B− which are generated by
∞⊕
l,n,r=0
P±l,n,r =
∞⊕
l,n,r=0
Pl+r+n,±
respectively. Here, the boxes are drawn exactly as in Section 4 with the marked region
on the bottom of the box. One can then form B± bimodules X±, the Fock spaces F(P±),
the Toeplitz algebras T (P±), the free semicircular algebras T (P±) and the Cuntz-Pimsner
algebras O(P±).
Compressing T (P±), S(P±), and O(P±) with the same techniques as the beginning of
this section produces algebras isomorphic to T (Y (~Γ±)), S(Γ±, µ±), and O~Γ± respectively.
In general, the ±-algebras are not necessarily isomorphic. If Γ+ and Γ− have a different
number of vertices, then the K0-groups are not isomorphic.
We encourage the reader to see [HP14], in particular Subsection 3.3, Remark 4.18, and
Subsection 6.3, for more information on the shaded case.
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